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FAST AND ADAPTIVE H.264/AVC VIDEO CODING FOR NETWORK 
BASED APPLICATIONS 

Li Liu 

Dr. Xinhua Zhuang, Dissertation Supervisor 

ABSTRACT 

As the state of the art video coding standard, H.264/AVC achieves significant coding 

performance gain comparing to its predecessors. Nevertheless, the advance comes at 

huge complexity increase of the encoder, which may hinder its applications to real world. 

In addition, network applications impose some unique requirements on existing video 

coding algorithms. For instance, a variable bit rate output of the encoder has to be tuned 

into a constant rate bit stream to fit transmission channel bandwidth. 

In this dissertation, two issues related to H.264/AVC video coding are to be addressed: 

coding complexity and bandwidth adaption (rate control), and corresponding solutions 

are provided. To reduce the coding complexity, the original mode decision process in 

H.264/AVC reference software is optimized for fast implementation. Moreover, two rate 

control algorithms are given to address different requirements of rate control: quality 

fluctuation reduction and accurate basic unit quantization decision. 

Experiments are performed to test and validate the proposed algorithms. The results 

show that the proposed algorithms provide efficient solutions to the above problems and 

facilitate H.264/AVC coding standard for practical deployment. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 
 

1.1 Background 

In past decades, with the development of digital techniques and the wide spread of the 

Internet, digital video and its related applications have become popular in daily life. Due 

to their nature, uncompressed digital video data in the original format can take staggering 

amount of room to store or transmit. Data compression techniques offer a possible 

solution to represent the vast amount of video data in a more compact and robust way so 

that their storage and transmission can be realized in much reduced costs in terms of size, 

bandwidth and power. 

Data compression is achieved by removing redundancy information from the original 

signal. The history of data compression can be traced back to the late 1940s and early 

1950s, when Claude Shannon created the fields of information theory [1,2]. The 

fundamental papers he published provided theoretical background for these data 

compression techniques being developed later on. According to whether distortion is 

introduced in the reconstructed data, current data compression techniques can be 

classified into two categories: lossless and lossy compression [3].  
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Lossless compression techniques usually exploit the statistical redundancy to 

represent the original signal without distortion so that the original data can be 

reconstructed from the compressed data at no difference. Some most widely used lossless 

data compression tools include run length coding, dictionary coders, Huffman coding [4], 

arithmetic coding [5], etc. Huffman coding and arithmetic coding are two most widely 

used lossless coding techniques. Huffman coding algorithm is created by David Huffman 

in 1952 [4], and the principle of arithmetic coding is first proposed by Peter Elias in the 

early 1960s. The basic idea of these two coding methods can be concluded as converting 

the original signal into another representation that maps frequently used symbols to a 

representation of fewer bits and infrequently used symbols to a representation of more 

bits, with a goal of using fewer bits in total. While Huffman coding can only assign 

symbols to codes of integer bits, arithmetic coding is capable of mapping the entire input 

file to one code and thus can obtain higher coding efficiency. 

Instead of aiming at perfect reconstruction of the original data, lossy compression 

techniques allow to retrieve an approximation of the original data from its compressed 

format, in exchange for a higher compression ratio. Transform coding is a typical lossy 

compression method. First, original data is transformed into frequency domain, with an 

expectation that energy is compacted at some certain areas. After transforming, a 

subsequent quantization step is used to introduce distortion to transform coefficients. The 

more distortion is introduced, the less number of coding bits or higher compression ratio 

can be obtained. Over the years, a variety of linear transform methods have been 
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developed, including Hadamard Transform, Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [6], 

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [7] and many more, each with its own advantages 

and disadvantages. 

Video coding is one of the most important applications of data compression. In 

literature, video coding and video compression are usually used interchangeably as the 

primary goal of video coding is to represent video data in less number of bits with data 

compression techniques. Video coding can be attained by taking advantage of spatial 

redundancy within a picture and temporal redundancy between neighboring pictures in a 

video sequence. In general, current video coding schemes all follow the hybrid coding 

structure framework, where a temporal prediction is used to reduce inter frame 

redundancy and then a transform coding is applied to reduce spatial redundancy in 

frequency domain. 

To meet the industry requirement of standardizing existing video techniques, video 

coding standards were developed by two international organizations, ITU-T and ISO/IEC. 

The standards approved by ISO/IEC are called MPEG family, whose applications range 

from consumer video on CD (MPEG-1 1990) [8] to broadcast/storage standard or high 

definition TV (MPEG-2 1994) [9] and coding rectangular and arbitrary shaped objects 

(MPEG-4 Visual or part 2 1998) [10]. On the other hand, H.26x series of video standards 

published by ITU-T focus on improving the coding efficiency for bandwidth restricted 

telecommunication applications as the increasing number of video services and 

applications over the networks are creating great needs for better coding efficiency. 
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ITU-T published its first video coding standard H.261 [11] in 1990, and in 1995, ITU-T 

evolved H.263 video coding standards [12] (and later enhancements of H.263 known as 

H.263+ and H.263++) with higher compression ratio. 

The state of the art video coding standard H.264/AVC [13] is a joint development by 

ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) and ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts 

Group (MPEG). In the early 1998, VCEG ITU-T SG16 Q.6 issued a call for proposals on 

a project called H.26L. Later on December of 2001, VCEG and MPEG formed Joint 

Video Team (JVT) to finalize the draft of the video coding standard as H.264/AVC in 

May 2003. Similar to previous coding standards, H.264/AVC is built on block-based 

motion compensated prediction, followed by DCT transform, quantization and entropy 

coding of DCT coefficients. However, the adoption of new techniques, such as 1/4 pixel 

prediction, multiple reference frame, in-the-loop deblocking filtering and RD (Rate 

Distortion) optimization, has enormously improved the coding efficiency of H.264/AVC 

encoder. As reported, H.264/AVC is able to yield a bit rate savings of about 50% over 

MPEG-2 for the same video quality [14,15]. 

1.2 Motivation and Contribution 

While H.264/AVC coding standard provides powerful tools to obtain much better 

video compression performance, implementation of the standard for real world 

applications is not quite straightforward as several practical issues have to be considered, 

such as low complexity while maintaining high performance, rate scalability, error 
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resilience in packet loss environment and multimedia security. In this dissertation, two 

important issues, coding complexity and bandwidth adaption (rate control), will be 

addressed by the proposed solutions. 

It’s known that the great performance gain of H.264/AVC comes at much higher 

computational cost. Some introduced high complexity H.264/AVC features may hinder 

its implementation for real time applications, such as software platforms with limited 

power and memory resources. Therefore, it’s highly desirable to optimize the 

H.264/AVC with reduced complexity at negligible performance compromise.  

Since the optimization of H.264/AVC codec at lower level may heavily depend on the 

characteristics of platforms (e.g. DSP, FPGA, ASIC) on which it is mapped, in this 

dissertation, the study of optimization will focus at algorithm level that is applicable for 

any platform. With a comparable, meaningful configuration without one of some specific 

tools as the benchmark, J. Ostermann et al. reported complexity analysis of some major 

H.264/AVC encoding tools [16]. As noticed, among these tools, RD (Rate Distortion) 

optimization is the one imposing the highest complexity increase which produces up to 

9% bit savings with a data transfer increase in the order of 120%.  

In order to reduce the computational complexity rising from RD optimization, in the 

first part of this work: 

1. We propose a bit estimation method to reduce computational load of entropy 

coding in RD optimization process. To make mode decision under RD 

optimization framework, JM reference software counts the number of bits to 
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code residual signal through the entropy coding step. By estimating coding bit 

for each mode using a reasonable model, the proposed method accelerates the 

implementation of RD optimization by skipping some necessary entropy 

coding step. 

2. We deliver a fast mode decision algorithm that is capable of early eliminating 

possible inter mode choices for error resilient intra refresh decision. In packet 

loss environment, intra refresh is a simple and powerful tool to fight against 

error propagation. To estimate unknown channel errors, at encoder side, the 

optimal intra refresh by JM reference software is realized by simulation of 

k-pairs of decoders and channels at the cost of great complexity burden. With 

our proposed method, the encoder speed is accelerated by up to 10 times while 

similar or better reconstructed video quality is obtained. 

Besides higher compression ratio, network based video applications impose more 

requirements on existing coding algorithms. To reliably deliver video from the sender to 

the receiver, transmission channel characteristics have to be considered. For instance, 

variant bit rate output from the encoder has to be tuned into a constant rate bit stream to 

fit the transmission channel bandwidth by rate control algorithms. In the second part of 

this dissertation, rate control for H.264/AVC video communication is studied and new 

algorithms are proposed. 

1. We designed a frame level bit rate allocation algorithm based on a two pass 

H.264/AVC encoder structure to reduce quality fluctuation resulted from 
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constant rate bit allocation rate control. The method obtains residual signal 

from the first coding round, and then assigns frame level bit budget according 

to target distortion. Experimental results show that the algorithm can reduce 

standard deviation of PSNR by up to 1/3 at minor PSNR impact. 

2. We present an adaptive and efficient rate control framework for low delay 

H.264/AVC video communication. To realize quantization decision 

improvement, two novel R-Q models are proposed for I frame and P frame, 

respectively. The P frame R-Q model is established through the    domain 

rate control theory. The I frame R-Q model measures frame level coding 

activity for quantization decision without performing computationally intensive 

intra prediction. Moreover, the I frame R-Q model also helps to alleviate frame 

skipping problem by adjusting I frame coding bit according to the buffer status. 

1.3 Outline of the Dissertation 

The dissertation consists of 8 chapters. 

Chapter 1 briefs the background and gives motivation and contribution of the 

dissertation work.  

Chapter 2 and chapter 3 are study on H.264/AVC encoder optimization. Chapter 2 

proposes a method to reduce RD optimization complexity though estimating entropy 

coding bits. Chapter 3 introduces a fast mode decision algorithm for error resilient intra 

decision. 
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Chapter 4 summarizes existing rate control work. In the next two chapters, research 

contributed to H.264/AVC rate control is presented. Chapter 5 delivers a frame level bit 

rate allocation algorithm to alleviate the quality fluctuation problem. Chapter 6 introduces 

a new rate control framework with the P frame square root R-Q model and the I frame 

source rate model.  

Chapter 7 surveys the status of the next generation video coding standard. New 

coding techniques are summerized by their roles in the coding process. 

Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation. A summary of completed research and a plan of 

future work are given. 
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Chapter 2 

CABAC based Bit Estimation for fast RD 

Optimization 

 

 

 

At macroblock level, H.264/AVC offers up to 7 inter coding modes, 4 intra 16x16 coding 

modes, and 9 intra 4x4 coding modes, where the best mode decision is based on an 

efficient RD optimization process. According to our test results, compared with an coding 

process without RD optimization, RD optimized mode decision can improve PSNR 

quality for around 0.2~0.3 dB while reducing bit rate up to 10%. 

To obtain actual distortion and coding bit for RD cost computation, RD optimization 

process goes through DCT/Q, IQ/IDCT, and entropy coding step for all possible coding 

modes. Though RD optimization improves coding performance, it also incurs a 

considerable complexity increase of the encoder. 

Recently, several fast coding methods by replacing the entropy coding step in RD 

optimization process with coding bit estimation were proposed in previous work [17,18]. 

H.264/AVC standard supports two different entropy coding methods: CAVLC and 

CABAC. As known, compared with CAVLC, CABAC provides higher coding efficiency 

at average bit rate saving of 9%-14% [19]. However, these previous study on fast bit 

estimation and their experimental results are all based on CAVLC entropy coding. When 
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applied to entropy coding process using CABAC, these methods cannot be very accurate. 

In this chapter, we study H.264/AVC CABAC entropy coding and then propose an 

adaptive model for fast and accurate CABAC bit estimation so as to reduce RD 

optimization complexity. The rest part of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 

and 2.2 reviews the RD optimization techniques and CABAC coding in H.264/AVC, 

respectively. Section 2.3 proposes the CABAC based fast bit estimation method. Section 

2.4 is the experimental result. Section 2.5 concludes this chapter. 

2.1 RD Optimization in H.264/AVC 

Video data in their original format contain a large amount of correlation, both within 

the same picture and among pictures. This fact can be utilized to predict current signal 

from past so that only the difference between the prediction and current signal needs to 

be coded. Based on this premise, prediction is introduced in a block-based hybrid video 

encoder to exploit redundancy. The prediction coding modes for each block can be 

classified as [20]: 

INTRA coding: A prediction mode in which the picture content of a macroblock 

region is represented without reference to a region in any previously decoded picture. 

INTER coding: A prediction mode in which the picture content of a macroblock 

region is represented as the sum of a motion-compensated prediction using a motion 

vector, plus (optionally) a decoded residual difference signal representation. 

It was demonstrated that by adding more coding efficient modes in the rate-distortion 
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sense, the overall performance increases [20]. Comparing to its predecessors, more 

prediction modes are supported by H.264/AVC. At macroblock level, the final coding 

mode is to be chosen from a mode set containing 7 inter coding modes, 4 intra 16x16 

coding modes, and 9 intra 4x4 coding modes. For each possible coding mode, its coded 

residual signal has different R-D characteristic, and the goal of a mode selection with RD 

consideration is to optimize an overall fidelity defined by 

                          min{ }, eD subject to R R                      (2.1) 

That is to minimize distortion D, subject to a constraint Re, where D denotes the source 

distortion by quantization, i.e. difference between the original signal and the 

reconstructed signal, and R represents the resulting coding bit, including coding bit of 

macroblock header, motion information, and transformed coefficients. 

The constrained optimization task in (2.1) can be solved using a classical Lagrange 

multiplier method [20]. The method converts the original constrained problem into an 

unconstrained one with a formulation given as 

                         min{ },J where J D R                       (2.2) 

where an optimal mode should be chosen to minimize the rate distortion cost function for 

a particular . In H.264/AVC, Lagrange multiplier  is associated with quantization 

parameter QP by 

   
/3

mod 2QP
e m                           (2.3) 

where m is a constant. 

As shown in Fig. 2.1, for all possible coding modes, this RD optimization process 
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must go through DCT/Q, IQ/IDCT, and entropy coding step to get the corresponding 

distortion and coding bit. Nevertheless, coding results from this RD optimization are only 

intermediate and will not be used for the final output. Hence, computational load caused 

by the RD optimization process is expected to be reduced with a small impact on final 

coding performance. 

 

Fig. 2.1. Illustration of H.264/AVC RD optimization process [18] 

2.2 CABAC in H.264/AVC 

 Two possible entropy coding methods are supported by H.264/AVC standard: 

CAVLC and CABAC. In this section, we brief H.264/AVC CABAC implementation as 

the coding bit estimation model in 2.3 is based on CABAC coding process. 

In H.264/AVC, CABAC based entropy coding process consists of three elementary 

steps [19]: 1) Binarization; 2) Context modeling; 3) Binary arithmetic coding. In the first 

step, a given nonbinary valued syntax element is uniquely mapped to a binary sequence, a 

so-called bin string. Prior to the binary arithmetic coding process, the bin string enters the 

context modeling stage, where a probability model is selected such that corresponding 
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choice may depend on previously encoded syntax elements or bins. After assigning a 

context model, the bin value along with its associated model is passed to the regular 

coding engine, where the final stage of arithmetic encoding together with a subsequent 

model updating takes place. 

In H.264/AVC, CABAC is used to code two categories of syntax elements: 

1) The elements related to macroblock type, submacroblock type, or information of 

prediction modes. 

2) All residual data elements. 

To help understand estimating residual data coding bit, we give more details on the 

residual entropy coding process. After prediction to get residual data, a coded block flag 

(coded_block_flag) is transmitted for a given block of transform coefficients. If the coded 

block flag is insignificant, i.e. zero, no further information is sent for the block; otherwise, 

a significance map specifying the positions of significant, i.e. nonzero coefficients, is 

encoded. Afterwards, the coefficient level magnitude as well as the sign is coded for each 

significant transform coefficient and transmitted in reverse scanning order. In Fig. 2.2, a 

flow diagram is given to show the CABAC coding scheme for a transform coefficient 

block. 

2.3 Fast Bit Estimation for Block Residual 

From the description of residual entropy coding process in section 2.2, it can be seen 

that block-wise bit consumption results from three types of symbols: the coded block flag, 
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the significance map, and the level information. In this section, we analyze these coding 

parts to find a model for each individual part. 

2.3.1 Coded Block Flag 

The coded_block_flag is a one-bit symbol indicating if there are significant 

coefficients inside a single block of transform coefficients. We assign 1 bit to estimate 

the number of bits to code this symbol. 

 

Fig. 2.2. Flow diagram of the CABAC coding scheme  

for a block of transform coefficients [19] 

2.3.2 Significance Map 

If there are significant coefficients inside current transform coefficient block, a 
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binary-valued significance map will be coded. For each coefficient in a specified 

scanning order, a one-bit symbol significant_coeff_flag is transmitted. If symbol 

significant_coeff_flag is one, i.e., current scanning position contains a significant 

coefficient, a further one bit symbol last_significant_flag is sent, which indicates if 

current significant coefficient is the last one inside the block or if further significant 

coefficients fellow. After map scan, both significant_coeff_flag and last_significant_flag 

are sent to CABAC coding engine. 

Above process shows that, bit to code significant map is associated with two factors: 

the number of nonzero coefficients and the number of zero coefficients before the last 

nonzero coefficient. According to our experimental results, bit to code significant map 

increases when these above two factors become larger. Hence, we propose that bit to 

code the significance map is estimated by 

                       Significance Map z z sm sR C N C N                   (2.4) 

where Nz is the number of zero coefficients before the last nonzero coefficient, Ns is the 

number of nonzero coefficients. Cz and Csm are weighted coefficients for this linear 

estimation formula. 

2.3.3 Magnitude and Sign Information 

In H.264/AVC, the value of a quantized coefficient is referred as coefficient level. 

After coding the significant map, coefficient levels in current block also need to be coded 

to represent the residual data. A coefficient level is represented by two coding symbols: 
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coeff_abs_level_minus1, i.e. the coefficient level magnitude minus one, and 

coefff_sign_flag, the sign of the significant coefficient level. As zero coefficients have 

been coded in significance map, using coeff_abs_level_minus1 instead of original 

magnitude value for nonzero coefficient levels can produce a code word book beginning 

from 0 instead of 1 in the binarization step. However, for the sake of simplicity, we still 

use the original magnitude to refer the coding of coeff_abs_level_minus1 for the rest part 

of this chapter.  

Since original coefficient level magnitude is in decimal format, it has to be binarized 

before entering the binary coding engine. After the binarization process, a decimal 

magnitude value is converted to a bin string, the length of which tends to increase as the 

value of its corresponding magnitude becomes larger. Hence, it is reasonable to assume 

that relationship exists between coefficient level magnitude and corresponding number of 

coding bit: the larger the magnitude, the more bit it costs to encode. This assumption can 

be further explained as follows. 

Previous studies have shown that measured PDF (Probability Density Function) of 

prediction residual or transformed prediction errors can be modeled by a highly peaked 

Laplacian distribution [21,22] 

                              
( )

2
kp k e                            (2.5) 

where k is the coefficient level,  is the model parameter, and p(k) is the probability of 

an coefficient level k. According to this distribution model, the entropy of magnitude k  
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is c k , and the entropy of magnitude 1k  is c ( 1)k  , where c is a factor. That is, 

ideally, the number of bits coding a coefficient level magnitude k+1 is expected to be 

c  larger than coding a coefficient level magnitude k. Hence, estimated number of bits 

coding the coefficient level magnitude should have a linear relationship with the value of 

the magnitude. 

To verify above relationship, we count average number of bits coding each 

coefficient magnitude from different encoded video sequences and plot them in Fig. 2.3. 

As seen, for a level magnitude smaller than 5, average number of coding bits is close to 

the magnitude value itself. That is, the number of bits linearly increases by 1 as the 

magnitude increases from k-1 to k, when k is smaller than 5. However, when a magnitude 

is larger than 5, relationship between the magnitude and corresponding average number 

of coding bits tends to be highly nonlinear. This is because as the magnitude increases, its 

distribution cannot be well described by (2.5). 

 

Fig. 2.3. Average number of bits to code the level magnitude (QP=20) 

Based on above observations, we propose an adaptive method to estimate the number 
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of bits to code the magnitude information. For a magnitude smaller than T (see (2.8) for 

the definition of T), we adopt the value of the magnitude to estimate the coding bit. For a 

magnitude larger than T, the coding bit is adaptively calculated by the average number of 

bits to code this magnitude from previous k frames. This method is under two 

considerations. For a magnitude larger than T, adaptive estimation provides good 

accuracy. On the other hand, though adaptive estimation can also be applied for a 

magnitude smaller than T, according to our experiments, it does not provide significant 

performance difference compared with using the simple magnitude value as estimation. 

Moreover, since the accurate H.264/AVC prediction generates a large portion of 

coefficient levels whose magnitudes are smaller than T, using the simple estimation for 

these small value magnitudes also reduces estimation complexity. 

Therefore, we propose to estimate total number of bits to code coefficient level 

magnitudes (coeff_abs_level_minus1) in a block as 

                     
_

_ _
1

( )
total coeff

coeff abs level i
i

R Est L


                     (2.6) 

where Li
 is the magnitude of the ith nonzero coefficient level, Est(Li) is the estimated 

number of bits to code Li as defined in (2.7). In (2.7), avg(k) stands for the average bit 

coding magnitude k computed from previous frames. 

                        
( )

( )

k if k T
Est k

avg k otherwise


 


                   (2.7) 

T is defined as 
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5 15

8

QP
T

otherwise


 


                        (2.8) 

The next part to be considered is coding coefficient level sign. Since sign is only 

available for these significant coefficients, as in [17], we estimate sign coding bit 

according to the number of significant coefficients. 

                              sign si sR C N                            (2.9) 

Therefore, bit estimated to code coefficient levels in a block is given by 

                         _ _Level si s coeff abs levelR C N R                 (2.10) 

2.3.4 Fast Bit Estimation Model 

Summarizing discussions in 2.3.1, 2.3.2, and 2.3.3, the total number of bits to code a 

coefficient block based on CABAC entropy coding is estimated as  

                  _ _ 1estimated z z s s coeff abs levelR C N C N R                  (2.11) 

where s si smC C C  . 

To get the value of coefficient Cz and Cs in (2.11), we have done several experiments 

using different video sequences at different QP values. The results show that when Cz is 

set to be 1 and Cs to be 2.5, the best coding performance is achieved. Hence, with 

coefficient values plugged in, (2.11) is rewritten as 

                  _ _2.5 1estimated z s coeff abs levelR N N R    
   

         (2.12) 

Fig.2.4 gives the performance of block wise bits estimation based on (2.12). In 

Fig.2.4, x-axis denotes the exact number of bits after CABAC entropy coding and y-axis 

denotes the estimated number of coding bits by using (2.12) without entropy coding. It 
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can be seen that (2.12) gives a good estimation of the actual coding bits. Though errors 

still exist, they evenly distribute along the actual bits. 

2.4 Experimental Results 

By replacing original residual CABAC coding step in RD optimization process with 

fast bit estimation, the proposed method is implemented based on H.264/AVC reference 

software JM10.1. To evaluate its performance, the proposed method is compared with 

three other methods: original H.264/AVC with RD optimization enabled (RDOon), 

original H.264/AVC with RD optimization off (RDOoff) and a fast bit estimation method 

based on CAVLC entropy coding process (EstCAVLC) from [17]. 

In EstCAVLC, the estimated number of bits to code a residual block is given by: 

                        
1

R 0.3
cT

est c z l k
k

T T SAT f


                    (2.13) 

where Tc is the total number of significant coefficients, Tz is the total number of 

insignificant coefficients before the last significant coefficient, SAT is the sum of 

significant coefficient level magnitudes, and fk is the frequency of the kth nonzero 

coefficient of a recorded block. 

In (2.13), the frequency of the kth nonzero coefficient fk is defined as: given a string 

of coefficients [0,3,0,1,-1,-1,9,1,0,0…] after zig-zag scan, the frequency of the first 

nonzero coefficient (3) is 1 and frequency of the last nonzero coefficient (1) is 7. 

The chosen test sequences, which cover high, medium, and low motion contents, are 
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all in QCIF format and 100 frames long. Various QP values are tested for each video 

sequence to evaluate the performance at different coding bit rates. 

Table 2.1 shows performance comparisons in terms of bit rate, PSNR, and coding 

time, where ΔBitrate and ΔPSNR is bit rate and PSNR difference compared with RDOon 

method, respectively. ΔT is coding time saving ratio, which is defined as follows: 

       100%proposed RDOon

RDOoff RDOon

T T
T

T T


  


  

            (2.14) 

As seen, compared with RDOon method, the proposed method can attain average RD 

optimization time saving ratio for around 30%, while maintaining similar PSNR (average 

0.02 dB less) and reducing 0.22% bit rate averagely at the same time. 

Please note in Table 2.1, as the principle of both EstCAVLC and the proposed 

algorithm is to replace the residual entropy coding step with estimation, these two 

methods are capable of achieving same encoding time saving ratio. Hence, only one ΔT 

is exhibited for these two methods. In terms of coding performance, though both methods 

can achieve similar PSNR, the proposed method yields less bit output increase than 

EstCAVLC (-0.22% vs. 1.68%), which means higher coding efficiency. This proves that as 

CAVLC and CABAC share different coding features, when entropy coding adopts 

CABAC, higher estimation accuracy can be obtained by the proposed method than the 

CAVLC based method EstCAVLC. As a result, better coding performance can be achieved 

as well. 

RD cures of three methods (RDOon, RDOoff and the proposed) are also illustrated in 
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Fig.2.5. As shown, RD curves of the proposed method almost overlap with these of 

RDOon, which means the performance of our approach is very close to the performance 

of RDOon method. That is, no performance degradation is introduced by adopting the 

fast estimation method. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.4. Estimated number of bits VS. actual number of bits by CABAC 
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Fig. 2.5. RD curve comparisons of three Methods 

2.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we propose a bit estimation method based CABAC for fast 

implementation of RD optimized mode decision in H.264/AVC. Experimental results 

show that the proposed method greatly reduces the complexity of RD optimization for 

mode decision, while still achieving comparable performance as H.264/AVC encoding 

process with RD optimization enabled. 
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Table 2.1 Performance comparisons of four coding methods  
 

   

Sequence Q 

RDOon RDOoff EstCAVLC Proposed 

Bit 

Rate 
PSNR 

ΔBitRate 

x100% 
ΔPSNR 

ΔBitRate 

x100% 
ΔPSNR 

ΔBitRate 

x100% 
ΔPSNR ΔT 

Akiyo 

18 117.62 45.55 3.70 -0.06 0.95 0.02 -0.03 -0.05 36.38 

26 37.07 39.69 5.13 -0.02 3.29 0.07 0.732 -0.01 25.47 

34 12.93 33.98 5.34 0.04 4.87 0.09 -0.08 -0.03 16.63 

News 

18 237.6 44.18 4.80 -0.05 0.91 0 0.16 0 42.92 

26 92.94 38.23 3.18 -0.05 1.34 0.01 -0.76 -0.02 29.31 

34 33.76 32.35 4.59 -0.11 2.19 0.02 1.01 -0.01 20.76 

Carphone 

18 369.9 44.43 2.35 -0.09 0.85 0.03 0.08 0.01 37.55 

26 120.26 38.75 2.35 -0.05 1.28 0.13 -0.77 -0.02 27.48 

34 38.31 33.13 5.90 0.15 2.06 0.17 -0.26 0.06 18.45 

Foreman 

18 462.18 43.65 2.54 -0.09 0.63 0.02 -0.01 -0.03 41.50 

26 159.34 37.77 2.71 -0.06 1.91 0.07 0.4 0 28.92 

34 60.34 32.42 3.46 0.07 2.86 0.17 -0.53 0 17.34 

Coastguard 

18 908.81 42.41 0.66 -0.18 0 -0.04 0.01 -0.03 46.78 

26 309.42 35.64 -0.86 -0.17 0.26 -0.05 -0.57 -0.08 34.96 

34 67.95 29.84 1.38 -0.12 1.81 0 -2.72 -0.1 21.99 

    3.15 -0.05 1.68 0.04 -0.22 -0.02 29.76 
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Chapter 3 

Fast Mode Decision and Motion Estimation for 

H.264/AVC Coding in Packet Loss 

Environment 

 

 
In packet switch networks, packets may be discarded due to network congestion, or be 

treated as lost due to long end-to-end delay. Packet loss can cause severe problems for 

reliable video communication as the predictive loop propagates errors. 

    H.264/AVC coding standard offers both intra and inter coding mode at various 

block sizes. Since intra coding does not refer from previous frames, in packet loss 

environment, it is well recognized that intra coding can be a good choice to stop error 

propagation and enhance decoded video quality. To achieve high coding efficiency, such 

best coding mode decision is often made upon RD (rate distortion) optimization 

constraints, where the overall distortion in packet loss environment consists of not only 

quantization errors but also distortion resulted from channel error propagation. In order to 

estimate channel error propagation to help intra refresh, in JM reference software, the 

encoder simulates k-pairs of decoders and channels at the cost of great complexity 

burden. 

 In this chapter, we present a fast mode decision and motion estimation method for 

“intra refresh” based error resilient H.264/AVC video coding. Unlike the original 
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algorithm in H.264/AVC JM reference software, whose decision process must go through 

all possible coding modes, our method can decide the early termination of inadequate 

coding mode choices based on the estimated channel distortion map.  

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 is the background introduction. 

Section 3.2 presents a RD optimized “intra refresh” algorithm using model based channel 

distortion estimation. Section 3.3 discusses the possibility of using channel distortion to 

help fast mode decision and motion estimation. Section 3.4 presents the proposed 

algorithm in details. Section 3.5 shows the experimental results. Section 3.6 is the 

conclusion. 

3.1 Preliminaries 

A challenge in practical video communications, where video contents are 

compressed and stored for delivery over networks, is that the original data are usually 

coded without considering varying channel conditions that may be encountered later. 

Such kind of compressed video is vulnerable to transmission errors which can cause 

severe quality degradation at receiver side. To enhance the robustness of video 

communication systems against packet loss, a variety of techniques have been proposed 

[23-25]. One of the most popular schemes is the “intra refresh” algorithm as it requires no 

syntax modification and hence is inherently compatible with existing coding standards.  

Intra coding prevents error propagation by making no reference from previous 

decoded frames which may be damaged at receiver side. However, error resilient features 
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provided by intra refresh could be costly, as in general intra coding is not as efficient as 

inter predicted coding and can result in increasing number of coding bits. For the sake of 

coding efficiency, the problem of intra mode selection should be addressed by achieving 

balance between coding bit increase and error robustness. 

Early intra refresh algorithms either periodically intra code the whole frame or 

contiguous blocks, or randomly select intra mode for blocks [26]. These algorithms 

introduce intra refresh rate by heuristic methods without considering content 

heterogeneity within a picture. Adaptive methods, such as [27,28], were proposed to 

frequently intra update regions that tend to have significant changes across pictures. A 

more efficient solution is to consider intra update under the rate distortion optimization 

framework [29-31]. Unlike the distortion in error free situation, the new distortion in 

packet loss environment is redefined by including both potential channel distortion and 

original quantization distortion. The channel distortion is either due to error concealment 

applied after packet loss, i.e., error concealment distortion, or error propagation from 

previous erroneous reference frames, i.e., error propagation distortion. 

Since actual end-to-end channel distortion is unknown at encoder side, it must be 

estimated possibly based on coding information and package loss rate. Current methods 

of estimating channel distortion fall into two categories: simulation based and model 

based. In simulation based methods such as [31], the encoder simulates k copies of 

independent channels, whose statistical behaviors are decided by identically and 

independently distributed random variables. In addition, k copies of decoders are each 
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operated at encoder side based on each channel simulation individually. Hence, the 

expected distortion at decoder side can be estimated if k is chosen large enough with 

known packet loss rate p at encoder side. The major issue of this method is its high 

implementation complexity as it operates k pairs of channels and decoders at the same 

time, where k is a relative large number. By contrast, model based distortion estimation 

(MBDE) algorithms [29,30] measure the distortion based on predefined models at better 

computational efficiency. 

In H.264/AVC, as the number of possible coding modes increases, RD optimization 

process becomes more complex. In this chapter, we present a fast mode decision and 

motion estimation method for “intra refresh” based error resilient H.264/AVC video 

coding. Unlike the original MBDE algorithm, whose decision process must go through all 

possible coding modes, the proposed method can decide the early termination of 

inadequate coding mode choices based on the estimated channel distortion map to reduce 

coding complexity. 

3.2 RD Optimized Intra Refresh for Error Resilience 

In this part, we first brief the Lagrange cost function in packet loss environment, and 

then introduce our channel distortion estimation method. 

Here, we denote channel packet loss rate as p and assume p is already known at 

encoder side. This is reasonable as p can be adaptively calculated from information 

provided by the transmission protocol, such as real time control protocol (RTCP).  
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3.2.1. Lagrange Cost Function in Packet Loss Environment 

In packet loss environment, assume that a packet gets lost at receiver side and error 

concealment is performed by the decoder. The concealed picture is different from the 

reconstructed one at encoder side. If concealed macroblocks are used for motion 

compensation, errors will propagate to future frames via reference. Therefore, even for an 

error free packet, only intra coded macroblocks may be perfectly reconstructed as inter 

coded macroblocks can refer from a reconstructed frame containing errors. Here, we use 

Dref to denote the difference between signals reconstructed at encoder side and at decoder 

side. 

Obviously, in packet loss environment, the end-to-end distortion should count the 

contribution not only from quantization errors but also from potential channel distortion 

caused by imperfectly transmission. Hence, overall distortion at decoder side should be 

rewritten as 

                        
(1 )( )ef ep ecD p D D pD                        (3.1) 

where Def is quantization distortion, Dec denotes error concealment distortion when a 

macroblock is lost, and Dep is the error propagation distortion if its reference frame is 

erroneous. Here we assume quantization distortion and error propagation distortion are 

linearly addible.  
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 In original H.264/AVC,   is designed best for RD decision in error free 

transmission and can be derived as follows. It’s well known that the source distortion 

D(R) depends on rate in high resolution quantization as [32] 

                                2 RD                              (3.2) 

D can be also expressed in terms of quantization Q as 

   
2

12

Q
D                           (3.3) 

The constrained RD optimization is given by 

      ,min{ } J D RJ                     (3.4) 

By inserting (3.2) and (3.3) into (3.4), for error free transmission, (3.4) can be rewritten 

as 

  
2 2

2, ( ) ( )
1

min{ } log
12 12

J Q
Q Q

J 
 

               (3.5) 

The first order derivation of (3.5) is given as 

                       
( ) 2 1

( )
6 log 2

J Q Q

Q Q




 


                    (3.6) 

By setting (3.6) to 0,   can be solved as 

                              

2

log 2
12

Q                            (3.7) 

In packet loss environment, original D in (3.2) should be replaced by the overall 

distortion (3.1). At encoder side, to consider potential channel distortion error at the 

decoder, the constrained RD optimization is changed from (3.4) to 
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,min{ } (1 )( )ef ep ec lossJ RJ p D D pD                 (3.8) 

Therefore, the first order derivation of (3.8) is given as 

                  
((1 ) )ef loss Rp DJ

Q Q

 


 
                  (3.9) 

 Please note, since error concealment distortion Dec and error propagation distortion 

Dep are independent of quantization, they are omitted in (3.9). 

 loss is solved by setting (3.9) to 0 [31]. 

                         

2

(1 ) log 2
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                       (3.10) 

By using  loss, the modified Lagrange cost function for RD optimization mode 

decision (3.8) in packet loss environment becomes 

              
,min{ } (1 )( ) (1 )

(1 )( ) (1 )

ef ep ec

ef ep

J R

R

J p D D pD p

p D D p





 



   

   
          (3.11) 

   As (1 )p  is a common factor shared at the right side of (3.11), without loss of 

generality, (3.11)can be changed to 

                  ,min{ } ( )ef epJ RJ D D                      (3.12) 

Meanwhile, when a macroblock is coded with intra mode, it does not refer to previous 

frames, resulting in a zero error propagation distortion in (3.12). Accordingly, the intra 

coding rate distortion cost J is simplified as 

                           intra efJ D R 
    

                      (3.13) 
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3.2.2 Model Based Channel Distortion Estimation 

In order to use formula (3.11) and (3.13) for mode decision under RD optimization 

constraint, possible error propagation distortion Dep from reference frames must be 

estimated at encoder side. It can be found that Dep is caused by the imperfect 

reconstruction distortion Dref from its reference frame. Similar to [30], we define a 

channel distortion map on block (4x4) basis to track potential reconstruction difference 

Dref leading to error propagation. That is, each block is associated with a value Dref 

indicating potential error propagation could be caused by referencing that block at the 

decoder.  

Assume channel distortion maps of previous coded frames are available. To estimate 

a block based Dep, we use a weighted average of reconstruction difference Dref of four 

blocks overlapping with current block’s motion compensated block in the reference 

frame, where the weights are proportional to the overlapped areas between the motion 

compensated block and each of the four blocks (Fig. 3.1). When a particular inter mode is 

applied to current macroblock, its potential error propagation distortion Dep is estimated 

by summing Dep of its 16 constituent blocks. 

After a macroblock in current frame selects the optimal coding mode, its block based 

potential reconstruction difference Dref is computed by 

                    _(1 ) ( )ref ep ec ec epD p D p D D                    (3.14) 
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  Fig. 3.1. Error propagation distortion estimation 

In (3.14), Dep is block’s error propagation distortion related to the optimal mode 

decision o*. Dec refers to error concealment distortion if current MB is lost, and Dec_ep is 

the estimated error propagation distortion from frames referenced for error concealment. 

The calculation of both Dec and Dec_ep is dependent on deployed error concealment 

method at the decoder, but can be estimated at the encoder. 

3.3. Fast Mode Decision and Motion Estimation 

Using Channel Distortion Map 

By adopting model based channel distortion estimation, computational cost on error 

prediction part is reduced. However, the overall coding complexity for RD optimized 

intra refresh remains too high for real-time applications. 

In packet loss environment, the distortion relevant to RD optimization decision 

includes additional error propagation distortion (see (3.11)). Fig. 3.2 illustrates frame by 

frame comparisons between quantization distortion and error propagation distortion of 
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the coded foreman sequence using the model based distortion estimation algorithm 

MBDE. As seen, error propagation distortion tends to surpass quantization distortion as 

frames contain more motions (e.g., from frame 150 to 250) or loss rate increases (e.g., 

from 0.05 to 0.10). This observation implies that error propagation distortion can become 

a major factor in Lagrange cost function (3.11) when its value is relatively larger than 

quantization distortion. This assumption can be verified using results from Table 3.1. 

  

Fig. 3.2. Error propagation distortion and quantization distortion comparison of coded 
foreman video sequence (QP = 31) 

 

For each macroblock, let Dep(o) denote error propagation distortion related to a 

possible inter coding option o, so Dep(o) is dependent on motion vector and reference 

frame choice of o. Let minDep be the minimum value in set {Dep(o)} and minJintra denote 

the minimum intra coding cost J given by (3.13). Table 3.1 shows statistical information 

from coded foreman sequence using the original MBDE algorithm: column 1 is the loss 
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rate, column 2 and 4 denote the corresponding ratio of intra coding macroblocks, and 

column 3 and 5 give percentage of intra coding macroblocks whose minDep surpasses 

minJintra. As seen, for a relatively large number of macroblocks, without considering 

additional quantization distortion and coding rate, their minDep surpasses minJintra. As 

loss rate increases, the number of such kind of macroblocks also increases. Hence, Table 

3.1 confirms that in packet loss environment, error propagation distortion can become a 

dominant factor in RD optimized mode decision process considering the larger value of 

error propagation distortion. For these macroblocks whose minDep is larger than minJintra, 

early termination of inter mode choices should be decided as their overall inter coding 

cost cannot be smaller than intra coding cost. Based on this observation, we propose a 

fast mode decision and motion estimation algorithm for H.264/AVC video coding in 

packet loss environment to reduce coding complexity.  

Table 3.1 Statistical information of coded sequences 
 

 Foreman Coastguard 

Loss 

Rate 

Intra Coding 

MB 

minDep > 

minJintra 

Intra Coding 

MB 

minDep > 

minJintra 

2.5% 32.65% 13.14% 28.9% 12.3% 

5% 43.28% 25.38% 42.1% 29.8% 

10% 55.40% 51.71% 60.8% 46.39% 
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3.4. Channel Distortion Map based fast Mode 

Decision and Motion Estimation Algorithm 

The proposed two stage fast mode decision and motion estimation algorithm takes 

advantage of estimated error propagation distortion Dep(o) from channel distortion map 

for decision-making. Since channel distortion map is defined on block basis, 

computational cost of estimating Dep(o) is quite small. By using Dep(o) as assistance to 

decide early termination of possible inter coding choices, encoding speed can be 

accelerated significantly. 

In the first stage, the algorithm quickly determines if possible inter modes should be 

terminated by comparing the estimated error propagation distortion to the minimum intra 

coding cost. If inter modes are not excluded from the first step, fast motion estimation 

algorithm is adopted to search for corresponding candidate motion vector. 

3.4.1. Fast Mode Decision 

Observations in Section 3.3 suggest the existence of macroblocks whose minDep 

surpasses minJintra. Intuitively, for such kind of macroblocks, intra mode should be 

selected according to RD optimization criterion, as inter coding cost cannot be smaller 

than intra coding cost, where both costs are RD based. Nevertheless, the calculation of 

minDep in Section 3.3 depends on the optimal motion vector decision from the motion 

estimation process, which means the corresponding computational cost of motion 

estimation cannot be reduced. 
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To solve this dilemma, considering the fact that the channel distortions between 

adjacent blocks are highly correlated, we choose to compute Dep(o) based on the 

predicted motion vector instead of the optimal motion vector decision from motion 

estimation process. Hence, we have the following fast mode decision algorithm. 

Step 1: Decide the best intra mode by minimizing formula (3.13). Mark the 

corresponding RD cost as minJintra. 

Step 2: For each inter coding option o, generate its predicted motion vector. 

Step 3: Using the predicted motion vector, calculate estimated channel distortion 

Dep(o) for each possible inter coding option o. Mark the minimum Dep(o) as minDep. 

Step 4: Compare minDep with minJintra. If minDep is larger than minJintra, best intra 

mode from Step 1 is selected as the final coding mode; otherwise, fast motion estimation 

is performed for these inter coding options whose Dep(o) is smaller than minJintra so that 

RD cost between intra modes and inter modes can be compared to make the optimal 

mode decision. 

3.4.2 Fast Motion Estimation 

If possible inter modes are not terminated at the first stage, fast motion estimation 

algorithm can be applied to speed up motion vector search process. In JM12.1, the 

problem of choosing the best motion vector is also formulated by minimizing a Lagrange 

cost function: 

                      
* ( (.) (.))motionmv argmin D R                    (3.15) 
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where D(.) is the sum of absolute difference (SAD), and R(.) represents the number of 

bits to code motion information. 

The proposed fast motion estimation algorithm selects the best motion vector from a 

set of candidates by terminating these candidates that may have large error propagation 

distortion associated. The algorithm comprises following major steps. 

Step 1: Consider up to 9 candidate motion vectors including 4 motion vectors from 

neighboring locations, 3 motion vectors in previous frame, zero motion vector and 

median motion vector [33]. 

Step 2: Let Dep(oj) denote error propagation distortion associated with the jth 

sub-macroblock of an inter coding option o. Eliminate these candidates whose Dep(oj) is 

larger than minCintra/k, where k is the number of sub-macroblocks in mode o. 

Step 3: Use (3.15) to select two best motion vector candidates. The reason of picking 

two instead of just one candidate is to avoid falling into local minimal spots. 

Step 4: Refine motion vector candidates by using diamond search of radius 2. 

Step 5: According to (3.15), choose the optimal motion vector with the minimum cost 

from candidates generated in Step 4. 

3.5 Performance Evaluation 

The proposed fast mode decision and motion estimation algorithm is implemented 

using H.264/AVC reference software JM12.1. The experiment adopted default 

configurations unless modifications specified below. Even though extensive experiments 
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have been carried out, we select to present results for three sequences, i.e., Carphone, 

Foreman, and Coastguard. In all experiments, QCIF test sequences are encoded at 7.5 

frames per second with a fixed quantization parameter QP. The channel packet loss is 

simulated according to the packet loss testing conditions specified in [34].  

The performance of simulation based error estimation method in JM12.1 (k = 30), 

original MBDE method, and our proposed method is compared in terms of PSNR, 

bit-rate and speed. For each compressed video, the packet loss situation is simulated 300 

times; and the reconstructed video PSNR is calculated by using
300

1

1

300
i

i

PSNR PSNR


  , 

where PSNRi is the average PSNR of the ith decoded sequence over all frames. 

Table 3.2 shows the experimental results from three algorithms at different packet 

loss rates. As seen, compressed video using the proposed method is capable of achieving 

similar decoding quality as the simulation based method. That is because the channel 

distortion map is capable of capturing possible error propagation features according to the 

known loss rate. Meanwhile, the corresponding encoding process by the proposed 

method performs at much higher speed. Early termination of inadequate inter coding 

modes provides computational complexity saving of corresponding motion prediction 

time. Moreover, as the loss rate increases, compared to the simulation based error 

estimation method in JM12.1 (k=30) and the original MBDE, speed up gain of the 

proposed method becomes larger as well, since more macroblocks fit the early 

termination criterion stated in Section 3.4. 
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3.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we propose a new fast mode decision and motion estimation method 

for “intra refresh” based error resilient H.264/AVC video coding. The method accelerates 

coding speed by deciding the early termination of inadequate coding mode choices based 

on the estimated channel distortion map. Compared to simulation based error estimation 

method in JM12.1 (k=30) and the original MBDE method, speed up gain of the proposed 

method can increase up to 13 and 10 times, respectively. 
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Table 3.2 Performance evaluation of the proposed scheme 

 

Loss Rate Method 
Comparison 

Metric 

Sequence 

Carphone Foreman Coastguard 

0.05 

Simulation 

Based 

PSNR 31.1dB 30.53dB 29.98dB 

Bit rate 69.5kbits/s 98.40kbits/s 118.5kbit/s 

MBDE 

ΔPNSR -0.04dB 0.58dB 0.08dB 

ΔBit% -3.52 4.7 -3.80 

Speed up 1.25 1.29 1.25 

Proposed 

ΔPNSR 0.18 0.66dB 0.24dB 

ΔBit% 1.31 5.17 -2.11 

Speed up 9.06 9.19 6.83 

0.10 

Simulation 

Based 

PSNR 29.78dB 28.84dB 29.2dB 

Bit rate 77.5kbits/s 112kbits/s 136.5kbit/s 

MBDE 

ΔPNSR 0.84dB 0.57dB 0.71dB 

ΔBit% 3.29 2.23 6.22 

Speed up 1.24 1.30 1.29 

Proposed 

ΔPNSR 0.62dB 0.64dB 0.57dB 

ΔBit% -3.16 1.78 6.90 

Speed up 10.88 11.66 10.47 

0.20 

Simulation 

Based 

PSNR 28.26dB 26.53dB 27.83dB 

Bit rate 88.3kbits/s 129kbits/s 157kbit/s 

MBDE 

ΔPNSR 1.08dB 0.7dB 0.47dB 

ΔBit% 1.96 5.81 4.77 

Speed up 1.24 1.30 1.27 

Proposed 

ΔPNSR 1.17 0.71dB 0.4dB 

ΔBit% 4.23 4.65 4.77 

Speed up 12.4 13.13 11.87 
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Chapter 4  

Rate Control: The Review 

 

 
 

Rate control aims to achieve perceivable video quality for video communication 

applications under real-world constraints, such as bandwidth, delay, buffer sizes, etc. A 

practical rate control algorithm normally consists of two parts [3]: bit allocation and 

quantization control. The bit allocation part determines the number of bits to be allocated 

among different coding units, such as GOP (Group of Picture), frame, slice, or 

macroblock. After a bit budget R is allocated, the quantization control part determines 

quantization Q for each coding unit so that the number of output bits is close to the 

allocated bit budget.  

    In this chapter, we first review previous work related to bit allocation and 

quantization control, and then survey a H.264/AVC rate control framework JVT-G012 

currently adopted by H.264/AVC JM reference software. 

4.1 Rate Control Review 

    Rate control has been widely studied for digital video coding standards and 

applications, such as TM5 for MPEG-2 [35], VM8 for MPEG-4 [36,37], TMN8 for 

H.263+ [38], and so on.  
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    A rate control algorithm regulates the encoder output bitstream to meet channel 

bandwidth and buffer constraint while pursuing high video quality through two steps: bit 

allocation and quantization control. 

4.1.1 Bit Allocation 

Due to the complicated video coding process and content variation across a video 

sequence, it is not feasible to only adjust encoding parameters to achieve constant bit rate 

output of the video encoder. In real world, rate control is realized with the introduction of 

buffers at both encoder and decoder side. With assistance of buffers, a variable output 

rate bit stream from the encoder can be stored and smoothed to transmit at a constant 

channel transmission bit rate. At any moment the encoder generates more bit than a 

buffer can hold, buffer overflow occurs. When buffer overflow is anticipated, the encoder 

usually chooses to skip some frames to avoid buffer overflow, which can result in motion 

discontinuity and quality degradation of the reconstructed video. In contrast, if the buffer 

level is too low, there can be a period of time that no output can be extracted from the 

buffer and the channel bandwidth is wasted. 

Bit allocation considers available bandwidth and buffer status to assign budgets to 

different coding levels so that the targeted output bit rate from the buffer can fit the 

bandwidth without buffer overflow and underflow. 

At frame level, constant rate bit allocation is commonly chosen. This bit allocation 

strategy tends to assign same bit budget for each frame as it assumes video contents vary 
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gradually from frame to frame. However, since video content can be highly dynamic and 

nonstationary across frames, constant rate bit allocation may result in quality fluctuation 

and negative effects on subjective video quality. To deal with these problems, in practical, 

semi-constant rate bit allocation algorithms are often used as well. Semi-constant 

schemes adaptively adjust allocation so that frames of higher complexity will be 

assignment with more bits and vice versa. 

In previous works, several constant or semi-constant rate bit allocation schemes are 

proposed. Vetro and Sun proposed a heuristic method for MPEG-4 rate control to achieve 

bit allocation by considering buffer constraint [39]. In [40], Sun and Ahmad introduced 

PID (Proportional–Integral– Differential) controller to reduce the deviation between 

current buffer occupancy and target buffer level and minimize the buffer overflow and 

underflow. The algorithm defines a error signal, which reflects the difference between the 

target buffer fullness 
2

sB
 and the actual buffer level Bf,t at time t as 

,2

2

( )Bs
f t

t Bs

B
E


                          (4.1) 

The error signal is then sent to the PID controller 

                
0

t
t

t p t d

dE
PID K E Ki E d K

dt 
 

      
 

                 (4.2) 

where Kp, Ki, and Kd are the proportional, integral, and derivative control parameters, 

respectively. The algorithm effectively reduces the deviation between the current buffer 

fullness and the target buffer fullness, and minimizes the buffer overflow or underflow 

[40]. 
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 Li and Lin proposed a model-based method, in which the buffer dynamics are 

represented by a simple fluid-flow traffic model and the linear tracking theory is adopted 

to design the frame level control law [41]. This fluid-flow traffic model based method 

emphasizes on the buffer control without considering the complexity difference across 

the video sequence. 

Unlike the constant rate bit allocation, constant distortion bit allocation aims to 

reduce the temporal artifacts, such as quality flicker and motion jerkiness, while 

regulating the output bit rate to the bandwidth and buffer constraint. A good constant 

distortion rate control should reduce the distortion variation across a coded sequence at 

no or trivial cost of average quality degradation. 

Constant distortion bit allocation has been well studied in previous work. In [42], Xie 

and Zeng proposed to use MAD as video content complexity measurement and allocate 

bit budget based on MAD value of current frame. The relationship between coding bit 

and MAD at frame level is modeled by 

                            R k MAD                          (4.3) 

By imposing a condition that each coded frame should have a close bitrate
FramerateC  , bits 

Tn assigned to current frame is given as 

                        
1

n
n

n

MAD
T C

MAD 

                         (4.4) 

After frame level bit budget is allocated according to (4.4), a multiple pass coding 

process is to allow the final coding results to fully take advantage of the bit assignment. 
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Though the method gave a possible solution for the constant distortion allocation problem, 

its drawbacks is obvious. The multiple pass coding process imposes abundant complexity 

on the encoder Shen et al. [43] followed the principle of using MAD as complexity 

measurement and incremental PID for bit allocation so that more bits will be allocated to 

those bit demanding frames. In [3], we proposed a constant distortion bit allocation 

method for H.263+ encoder which directly targets on minimizing PSNR variation to 

alleviate fluctuation. Based on prediction residual signal at frame level, the algorithm 

derives a close-form approximation of rate distortion relationship, and assigns bit budget 

for each frame according to this approximation to enable the distortion of current frame 

to be close to the average distortion of previous coded frames. 

4.1.2 Quantization Control 

To assign a quantization, coding unit R-Q relationship has to be known. In general, 

the R-Q relationship is found to be highly nonlinear. It depends on the prediction residual 

and the entropy coding method used by the encoder. Either empirical or analytical 

methods can be adopted to estimate the R-Q relationship. While the empirical method 

needs to sample and interpolate the actual (R,Q) coding results of a given encoder, the 

analytical approach is capable of deriving R-Q curves by only using a close-form 

mathematical function based on the statistical property of real R-Q curves. For different 

coding sources, the close-form function adjusts its parameters to better approximate the 
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actual R-Q curve. Because of its less complexity, the analytical approach is more widely 

used.  

Derived from the entropy of a Laplacian distributed coefficient source, a rate model 

was proposed in [44] and successfully applied for H.263 rate control 
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             (4.5) 

The distortion model is simply derived from the quantization errors of a uniform 

random variable by a quantization Q to help solve the optimal bit allocation at MB level. 

                                
2

12

Q
D                                (4.6) 

Based on the Laplacian distribution assumption of DCT coefficients as well, Chiang 

et al. proposed a quadratic rate-distortion model [21,22]. Using a Cauchy density function 

to model DCT coefficient distribution by  

                      
2 2

1
( )p x x R
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                       (4.7) 

Kamaci et al. built a slightly different R-Q model [45].  
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                        (4.8) 

In [46-48], He and Matria proposed the   domain rate control algorithm, where   is 

the zero ratio of transformed coefficients after quantization. Different from other methods 

that model the relationship between R and Q directly,   domain method establishes a 
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one-to-one correspondence between   and Q, and rate R is found to have a linear 

relationship with  .  

4.2 H.264/AVC Rate Control 

    Quantization control for H.264/AVC is more difficult as quantization parameter QP 

affects both rate control and RD optimization process. The coding process of a MB with 

rate control involved is illustrated by Fig 4.1. 

 

              

Figure 4.1 Coding Process of a MB with rate control 

Because   in the RDO Lagrange function is affected by QP, to perform RD 

optimization for a macroblock, QP has to be known. Therefore, QP should be decided by 

quantization control using residual signal before RD optimization. However, residual 

signal from motion estimation and mode decision is only available after RD optimization. 

As seen, this is a typical chick-egg dilemma. 

To get around this dilemma, in JVT-G012 [49], Li et al. proposed to estimate MAD 

(Mean Absolute Difference) based upon a linear prediction model using MAD from prior. 

The predicted MAD is then treated as a measurement of coding complexity and used for 

quantization control. With predicted MAD, quantization is decided without using residual 

signal from RDO, and then RDO is performed with the quantization parameter QP 

decided from the quantization control part. JVT-G012 has been adopted by the 

Quantization Control Quantization Parameter RDO Coding 
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H.264/AVC JVT (Joint Video Team) reference software. In the rest part of this section, 

we brief the major ideas of JVT-012 rate control algorithm.  

The algorithm consists of three consecutive components: GOP level bit allocation, 

frame level bit allocation and basic unit level quantization decision. The basic unit is 

defined as a group of successive macroblocks in the same frame. When the basic units 

arise, each shall contain at least one macroblock. After bit budget is assigned for each 

basic unit, the quadratic R-Q model [50,51] is adopted to decide quantization under the 

consideration of unit characteristics. 

4.2.1 Bit Allocation at GOP Level 

 GOP is a group of successive pictures within a coded video sequence. The bit 

allocation of JVT-G012 follows a fluid flow traffic model proposed in [41]. Generally 

speaking, the number of bits to be allocated at different levels in a GOP depends on 

several factors: available bandwidth (C), frame rate (f), virtual buffer occupancy at the ith 

frame (Vi), actual output of the ith frame (Bi), and the total number of frames in a GOP 

(NGOP). Here, the virtual buffer is a bridge between variant bit rate of encoder output and 

constant bit rate of channel input, where the buffer level will be increased a bit when 

extra number of bits is produced by the encoder than channel input, and vice versa. By 

considering these factors, the encoder output bit rate resulted from rate control is 

expected to be close to channel bit rate. 
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GOP level rate control decides the total number of bits to be allocated for all 

non-coded frames in current GOP. At the beginning of a GOP, the total number of bits T0 

assigned for current GOP is computed as follows 

                              0 0GOP

C
T N V

f
                        (4.9) 

where V0 is the virtual buffer occupancy at the beginning of current GOP. 

For rest pictures, the remaining bit budget Ti at the ith frame in current GOP will be 

updated by 

1 1i i iT T B                          (4.10) 

where Bi-1 is the number of coding bits from the i-1th frame. 

4.2.2 I Frame Quantization Decision 

The first picture is always coded as I frame in a GOP. In JVT-G012 [49], there is no 

bit allocation for I frame, and I frame quantization is determined in a relatively simple 

way. For I frame in the first GOP, quantization parameter QP, an index of the actual 

quantization value, is decided according to available bandwidth and frame rate by 

                1

40 1

30 1 2
(0)

20 2 3

10 3

bpp l

l bpp l
QP

l bpp l

bpp l


     
 

                  (4.11) 

In (4.11), bpp (Bits Per Pixel) is computed by 
pixel

R
f N , where R is the target bit rate, 

Npixel is the number of pixels in a picture, and f is frame rate. l1, l2, and l3 are predefined 

values being adjusted to input frame size.  
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For I frame in the rest GOPs, QP is decided by average P frame QP from previous 

GOP. 
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     (4.12) 

where Np(n-1) is the total number of stored pictures in the n-1th GOP, SumPQP(n-1) is 

the sum of average picture level quantization parameters for all stored pictures. QPn-1(0) 

is the I frame QP in the n-1th GOP. Nn-1 is total number of frames in the m-1th GOP. 

As seen, the I frame quantization in JVT-G012 [49] is very rough as it did not take the 

I frame and the consequent inter coded P frame complexity into account,. 

4.2.3 P Frame Bit Allocation at Frame Level 

For rest inter predicted pictures, before coding the ith picture in current GOP, the 

algorithm assigns target bit rate iR  for the ith frame as a convex linear combination of 

ˆ
iR and iR . 

ˆ (1 )i i iR R R                             (4.13) 

where ˆ
iR  is the target bit assignment considering remaining bits Ti in current GOP and 

iR  is the target bit rate assignment at sequence level.   is a weighted factor set to be 

0.5 here. ˆ
iR is calculated by 

ˆ /( )i i GOPR T N i                        (4.14) 

and iR is computed by  
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( )i i i

C
R S V

f
                       (4.15) 

where Si is target buffer level and Vi is current buffer level.   is a weight factor and its 

typical value is 0.5. Si is decided for each GOP after coding the I frame so as to reduce 

buffer occupancy. After coding the first inter predicted frame in a GOP, the initial value 

of target buffer level is set to: 

2 2S V                          (4.16) 

The target buffer level for subsequent stored picture is determined by  

                               2
1 2i i

GOP

S
S S

N 


                    (4.17) 

4.2.4 P Frame Basic Unit Quantization Control 

At basic unit level, a quadratic rate distortion model is adopted to model R-Q 

relation [50,51]: 

1 2 2residual

MAD MAD
R c c

Q Q
                     (4.18) 

where Rresidual is the number of bits for residual signal coding, MAD is mean absolute 

difference of current coding unit, C1 and C2 are two model coefficients. In H.264/AVC, 

quantization step QP is used as an index for actual quantization Q with the relationship 

    
(QP 4)/62Q                         (4.19) 

As stated, to dissolve the chick-egg dilemma, JVT-G012 introduced a linear model 

to predict the MAD of current basic unit by the MAD of the basic unit in the co-located 
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position from previous frame. Let MADp denote the predicted MAD and MADc denote 

the actual MAD of basic unit in the co-located position from previous frame, the 

predicted MADp of current basic unit is computed by:  

1 2p cMAD a MAD a                      (4.20) 

where a1 and a2 are two coefficients. The initial value of a1 and a2 are set to 1 and 0, 

respectively. They are updated after coding each basic unit. 

At basic unit level, target bit assigned to a unit is proportional to estimated MAD of 

that unit. In current frame, denote MAD estimation of the jth unit in a frame by MADp,j, 

and remaining bit budget in this frame after coding the kth unit by L, bits B assigned to 

the next k+1th unit is decided by 

                  , 1

,
1

MAD
MAD

p kn

p j
j k

L
B 

 

 


                    (4.21) 

With the concept of basic unit, models (4.18) and (4.20), the steps to perform 

quantization control at basic unit are given as follows [49]: 

1. Compute a target bit assignment for current frame by using the fluid traffic model 

and linear tracking theory [41]. 

2. Predict the MAD of current basic unit and remaining basic units by the linear 

model (4.20) using the actual MAD of basic unit in the co-located position from previous 

frame. 

3. Allocate bit to the next non-coded basic unit in current frame using (4.21). 
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4. Compute quantization by using the quadratic R-D model [50,51]. 

5. Perform RDO for each MB in current basic unit using quantization parameter 

derived from step 4. 
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Chapter 5  

Frame-Level Constant-Distortion Bit Allocation 

for Smooth H.264/AVC Video Quality 

 

 
 

Rate control for H.264/AVC is challenging as the well-known chick-egg dilemma rising 

from the RD optimization decision process. Current H.264/AVC reference software 

adopts a rate control framework proposed in JVT-G012 [49]. Though JVT-G012 provides 

a rate control solution for H.264/AVC, there are several issues not addressed enough in 

this dissertation: 

1. At frame level, based on the assumption that video complexity varies gradually 

from frame to frame, the method tends to allocate similar budget for each 

frame. However, when high motion or scene change occurs, this semi-constant 

rate bit allocation can cause negative visual artifacts, such as quality flicker 

and motion jerkiness. 

2. The quantization control R-Q model is based on a simple rate distortion close 

form RD e   . We hope to find a more accurate R-Q model so that better 

coding performance can be obtained. 

3. In JVT-G012, R-Q model is only available for P frame. In practice, the simple 

I frame quantization decision in JVT-G012 is found to have some drawbacks. 
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For instance, it tends to assign a relative small quantization for I frame, which 

can lead to possible buffer overflow and overall quality degradation. 

To provide a solution for the first issue, in chapter 5, a frame level bit allocation 

method is proposed. By adaptively adjusting frame level budget according to coding 

complexity and target distortion, the proposed method can effectively alleviate quality 

fluctuation across the reconstructed video sequence. 

In chapter 6, problem 2 and 3 is addressed by a novel P frame R-Q model for basic 

unit quantization control and an I frame source model with picture activity measurement. 

The remainder of chapter 5 is organized as follows. Section 5.1 briefs the constant 

distortion rate control problem. Section 5.2 describes the two-stage encoder structure 

used for constant distortion rate control. Section 5.3 discusses enhanced frame level bit 

allocation. Section 5.4 presents the improved basic unit quantization decision. Section 5.5 

gives the experimental results and the last section is the conclusion. 

5.1 Constant Distortion Rate Control 

While producing high quality video under bandwidth and buffer constraint, constant 

distortion rate control targets at smoothing the video quality across the coded frames as 

well. In [3], we proposed a constant distortion bit allocation method for H.263+ encoder 

that directly targets on minimizing PSNR variation to alleviate distortion. Based on 

prediction residual signal at frame level, the algorithm derives a close-form 

approximation of rate distortion relationship, and assigns bit budget for each frame 
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according to this approximation to enable the distortion of current frame to be close to the 

average distortion of previous coded frames. 

However, method in [3] cannot be applied to H.264/AVC encoder directly as the 

well-known chick-egg dilemma resulted from RD optimization decision process: the 

frame-level prediction residual is not available until the whole frame is encoded. To 

decouple this dilemma, we adopt a two-stage encoder structure [52] so that frame-level 

coding complexity can be estimated for bit allocation purpose. Moreover, an enhanced 

frame-level and basic unit level rate control is proposed in this work to achieve better 

coding quality. 

5.2 Two-Stage Encoder Structure 

To allocate frame level bit budget according to D(R) relationship, residual complexity 

has to be measured first. In order to dissolve the inter-dependency problem between RD 

optimization and rate control in H.264/AVC so that frame level bit budget can be 

allocated based on residual complexity, we employ a two-stage encoder structure 

proposed in [52]. In this structure, the RD optimization procedure will be performed at 

stage-1 followed by the rate control process at stage-2. Before stage-2 coding starts, 

frame-level bit budget is allocated using D(R) relationship according to a target distortion 

so as to reduce quality fluctuation across the frames (to be discussed in details in Section 

5.3).  
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    The major ideas of the two stage encoder structure can be summarized as follows, , 

where QP1 and QP2 are quantization parameter used in stage-1 and stage-2, respectively. 

Stage 1: By averaging previous frame’s QP2, a constant QP1 is used to perform 

macroblock RD optimization in current frame. The macroblock residual then goes 

through DCT/Q and IQ/IDCT to obtain a reconstructed macroblock, which is 

required for intra prediction of subsequent macroblocks. 

Stage 2: With the bit assignment at frame-level, quantization parameter QP2 is 

decided for each basic unit to fulfill the target bit. Instead of going through RD 

optimization again, the optimal macroblock type and prediction mode are adopted 

directly from stage-1 here. That is: if a current macroblock is inter coded in stage-1, 

inter predicted residual from stage-1 is simply re-quantized by QP2; otherwise, if a 

current macroblock is intra coded, its residual signal is re-computed with the best 

intra mode from stage-1 before being quantizated by QP2, since the neighboring 

pixels can be different from these in the stage-1.  

This two stage encoder structure is built based on the experimental results in [52]. It 

is shown that the decrease of coding gain is minor even though QP1 and QP2 are different 

as long as their difference   is restricted to a small range, i.e., 

1 2 3QP QP where                      (5.1) 

Few observations can be made from this two-stage encoder structure. First, as the 

coding gain difference is small, the residual in stage-1 can be considered as a close-form 
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prediction of final RD optimization results in stage-2. By analyzing the characteristics of 

stage-1 residual, it shall help us to decide bit allocation and basic unit rate control in 

stage-2. Secondly, since stage-2 encoding demands only one additional forward and 

inverse DCT and one more quantization process, the computational complexity increase 

of this two-stage encoder structure is relatively small comparing to the overall 

H.264/AVC encoding cost. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the structure of adopted two stage encoder. 

 

                  Fig.5.1 Two stage encoder structure 

5.3 Frame-Level Bit Allocation 

The purpose of constant distortion bit allocation is to minimize quality fluctuation 

across the entire video sequence. The bridge between distortion and coding bit is built 

upon the  -domain rate control theory [46].  
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According to the  -domain rate control algorithm, where  is the zero ratio of 

quantized coefficients, coding bit rate is observed to follow a linear relationship with   

and the distortion has shown an exponential relationship with   as in (5.2), where 2  

is the picture variance,  and   are constants for a frame. 

2 (1 )

(1 )R

D e  

 

  

  


                     (5.2) 

If denote the number of zero coefficients as N̂ , (5.2) becomes  

ˆ2 ( )
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N N

R N N

D e

N N









 

  



 
                      (5.3) 

where N is the total number of coefficients. This   domain rate control algorithm has 

been successfully applied in the optimal bit allocation inside a video frame, including bit 

allocation among video objects or different groups of macroblocks within a frame [46-48]. 

To use   domain rate-distortion model for frame-level bit allocation, prior to 

stage-2, the average distortion of (K-1) previous coded frames is calculated as the target 

distortion for current frame. Then at frame level, the number of zero coefficients 

N̂ corresponding to the target distortion is estimated. Based on the estimated N̂ , a bit 

budget is allocated by the linear relationship between N̂ and R. Finally, the allocated bit 

budget is shaped using buffer constraints. 
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5.3.1 Target Frame-Level Distortion 

The primary goal of constant distortion bit allocation is to alleviate the quality 

variation. It’s easy to see that the closer the distortion of a coded frame is to average 

distortion, the smaller the quality variation is. Therefore, to ensure current frame 

distortion to be close to the distortion of previously coded frames, the target distortion 

ˆ
K

D is decided by averaging the distortion of (K-1) previous encoded frames as 

1

1

1ˆ
1

K

i
K

i

D D
K






                        (5.4) 

5.3.2 Estimate of Number of Zeros 

To assign bit budget according to the target distortion, the relationship between 

distortion and the number of zero coefficients N̂  has to be known. That is, 2  and   

in (5.2) must be computed according to the features of current frame. In this part, we first 

derive 2  and   based on stage-1 residual information, and then estimate   using 

the known D(  ) relationship. 

After RD optimization, the residual from stage-1 can be transformed by 4x4 DCT. 

Denote the histogram of the absolute DCT coefficients by H, the distortion caused by 

quantization Q can be calculated as 

0.5 2

0.5
0

( ) ( ( )) ( )
M x

Qx
x

D Q y r x p y dy





                (5.5) 
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where x is the rounded absolute DCT coefficient value, M is the entry number of the 

histogram, ( )Qr x  is the reconstruction value of x defined by the quantization scheme, 

p(y) is the underlying probability density function of the absolute DCT coefficients and 

0.5

0.5

( )
( )

x

x

H x
p y dy

N




 . 

Moreover, to model the absolute DCT coefficient distribution, we approximate the 

p(y) as uniformly distributed in each relatively small interval [x-0.5, x+ 0.5]. Thus, (5.5) 

can be further simplified as [3] 
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                  (5.6) 

As seen, the entire D-Q curve is determined by (5.6) once the histogram H is 

calculated and the reconstruction function rQ(x) is defined. Since D(Q) is a monotonically 

increasing function, without loss of generality we may assume that for some Q*, D(Q*-1) 

< ˆ
kD <D(Q*). Denote the number of zero DCT coefficients for a specific Q as N(Q), then 

we have 
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              (5.7) 

From (5.7), the number of zero DCT coefficients N̂  corresponding to the target 

distortion N̂ can be solved in close-form without explicitly knowing 2 and β as [3] 
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         (5.8) 

It can be seen that N̂  is a linear combination of N(Q*) and N(Q*-1). The weights are 

determined by three log-ratio functions involving two bounding values of the target 

distortion ˆ
kD . 

Based on the features of the two stage encoding structure, residual from stage-1 

should be highly similar to the residual from stage-2. Hence, N̂ here will be used as 

estimation for the number of zero coefficients in stage-2. 

5.3.3 Estimate of   

As shown by (5.3), the relationship between the number of zero DCT coefficients 

N̂ and a target bit rate R in stage-2 is linear: ˆ( )R N N   . To estimate the slope  , 

we use the information from stage-1 by 

o

o

R

N N
 


                        (5.9) 

where No and Ro represent the number of zero DCT coefficients after quantization with 

QP1 and the resulting coding bit from stage-1, respectively. As No and Ro are known after 

stage-1 coding, there are no extra cost for the estimation of  . 
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5.3.4 Enhanced Frame Level Bit Allocation 

To meet the desirable distortion at the frame-level, after N̂  calculated by (5.8) and 

  estimated by (5.9), the bits allocated for coding the picture at stage-2 can be computed 

by 

ˆ ˆ( )R N N                        (5.10) 

Since above budget R̂  accounts only for coding DCT coefficients, headers and 

motion vectors will add more bits 

ˆ ˆ( ) MV HR N N R R                    (5.11) 

where RMV and RH are the bit budgets allocated for motion vectors and headers 

individually. They are estimated by bit coding motion vectors and headers from stage-1 

coding process. 

Meanwhile, the bit budget assigned above to maintain a constant distortion must 

not cause buffer overflow or underflow. Thus, the bit budget R̂  by (5.11) needs to be 

further shaped with buffer constraints in two steps. In the first step, we followed the 

fluid-flow model in JVT-G012. The actual bit budget allocation T for current frame uses 

a weighted combination of R  and R̂  

ˆ (1 )T R R                          (5.12) 

where R̂  is computed by (5.11), R  is a bit budget considering current buffer status, 

and   is a weight factor set to be 0.9 here. R  is defined the same as (4.15) by 

( )
C

R S V
f

                         (5.13) 
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In the second step, an even stronger buffer constraint will be applied if potential 

buffer overflow or underflow is predicted 

max max

max max

( )

( )

o o

u u

C C
T B V if T V T B

f f

C C
T T B V if T V T B

f f

T otherwise

       

       





           (5.14) 

where To and Tu are the overflow ratio and underflow ratio, respectively, and Bmax is the 

buffer size, which is set to be 0.3*C in simulation part. 

5.4 Enhanced Basic Unit Rate Control 

At basic unit level, the residual is assumed to be Laplacian distributed so that the 

quadratic R-Q model is adopted to make quantization decision as [50,51] 

1 2residual

MAD MAD
R c c

Q Q
                      (5.15) 

To use (5.15) for quantization decision, basic unit MAD must be known. In order to 

dissolve the chick-egg dilemma, in JVT-G012, MAD is predicted through a linear 

prediction function by (4.20). Since video contents are dynamic, linear prediction can 

result in large errors when scene change or large motion occurs. Recall the two stage 

encoder structure in Section 5.2, only the basic unit rate control is performed in stage-2, 

where the MB type and prediction mode are kept unchanged from stage-1. This indicates 

macroblock’s MAD in stage-2 should be very close to that in stage-1. Therefore, instead 

of performing the linear prediction using (4.20), we propose to estimate basic unit MAD 
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according to coding results from stage-1. For each macroblock, denote the MAD from 

stage-1 as MAD1, the predicted MAD2 in stage-2 is set to be the same as MAD1 and used 

in (5.15) to decide the final quantization parameter QP2. 

5.5 Performance Evaluation 

The proposed constant distortion bit allocation (CDBA) algorithm is implemented on 

H.264/AVC reference software JM12.1 and compared with JVT-G012[49], a 

semi-constant rate bit allocation algorithm. 

Extensive simulations were performed on many standard sequences. Here we present 

a subset of representative results. The selected test sequences are News, Carphone, 

Foreman and a combined sequence of News and Foreman, all in QCIF format. The 

experiment settings are as fellows. Baseline profile is adopted and 200 frames are 

encoded for each sequence at 20fps. The first frame is coded as I frame and rest frames 

are all P frames. In the proposed algorithm, the bit allocation of the first 20 frames uses 

the constant rate bit allocation method to have a stable average distortion. 

Table 5.1 illustrates performance comparisons of proposed CDBA algorithm and 

JVT-G012. As seen, the proposed algorithm is capable of generating comparable average 

PSNR while keeping much smaller standard deviations. This means that less quality 

fluctuation throughout the coded sequences is observed. Please note, since video 

sequences used in our test is only 10 seconds long, both rate control algorithms may have 

control errors depending on how many bits are left in the buffer at the end of encoding. 
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However, the error becomes negligible when the sequence has much longer duration than 

the buffer size (in second). 

Subjective video quality comparison is also given in Fig. 5.2. The frames compared 

are the scene change frame in the combined sequence coded by two different methods. 

As seen, as the CDBA algorithm is able to detect scene change and assign more bits 

accordingly to keep its distortion close to previous coded frames, the frame coded by the 

CDBA algorithm has better subjective quality. By contrast, the frame coded by 

JVT-G012 suffered from quality degradation as inadequate bit assignment in this bit 

consuming scenario. From above comparisons, it can be concluded that the advantage of 

the proposed CDBA scheme is obvious in terms of delivering smoother H.264/AVC 

video quality. 

 

   

         (a)                          (b) 
 

 Fig. 5.2.  Subjective quality comparison of the combined sequence coded at 40Kbps. 
101st coded frame of the sequence: (a) CDBA vs. (b) Constant Rate Bit Allocation 
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5.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we propose a new two stage constant distortion bit allocation 

algorithm with enhanced rate control for H.264/AVC encoder. The experimental results 

show that compared with JVT-G012, the proposed CDBA algorithm can deliver similar 

average PSNR for all testing video sequences, while reducing quality fluctuation across 

the sequences at the same time. 

Table 5.1 Performance comparisons of proposed CDBA and JVT-G012 
 

Sequence 

Target 

bitrate 

(Kbps) 

Algorithm 

Actual 

bitrate 

(Kbps) 

PSNR 

(dB) 

2  of 

PSNR 

News 

40 
CDBA 40.23 32.67 0.72 

Constant 40.12 32.72 1.05 

60 
CDBA 60.11 35.87 0.85 

Constant 60.06 35.99 1.06 

Carphone 

40 
CDBA 41.21 31.89 2.24 

Constant 41.56 31.83 3.34 

60 
CDBA 60.16 34.41 2.12 

Constant 60.17 34.40 2.27 

Foreman 

40 
CDBA 41.19 28.67 2.05 

Constant 41.68 28.77 2.76 

60 
CDBA 60.22 31.85 1.53 

Constant 60.22 31.87 1.71 

Combined 

40 
CDBA 40.68 30.83 2.51 

Constant 40.67 30.86 3.09 

60 
CDBA 60.09 33.96 2.19 

Constant 60.10 34.03 2.61 
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Chapter 6 

H.264/AVC Rate Control with Enhanced R-Q 

Model and Bit Allocation 

 

 
This chapter presents an adaptive and efficient rate control framework for low delay 

H.264/AVC video communication. At basic unit level, to realize quantization decision 

improvement, two novel R-Q models are proposed for I frame and P frame, respectively. 

The P frame R-Q model is established through the   domain rate control theory to 

compute quantization according to target bit assignment. The I frame R-Q model 

measures frame level coding activity for quantization decision without performing 

computationally intensive intra prediction, which alleviates the frame skipping problem. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 describes a 

quadratic  domain rate model and then derives the P frame square root R-Q model. 

Section 6.2 presents the I frame source model. Section 6.3 gives detailed description of 

the bit allocation approach and the basic unit level quantization control. Section 6.4 

exhibits experimental results, and Section 6.5 concludes the chapter. 

6.1. P Frame Square Root R-Q Model 

     The  domain source rate model is reported to be more accurate than the Q domain 

source rate model as it results in more precise estimation of the residual signal 
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complexity [46-48]. In this section, we first propose an enhanced quadratic  domain rate 

model to better measure the relationship between zero ratio  and coding bit rate R. Next, 

we show that SATD/Q can be expressed as a second order polynomial of nonzero ratio 

1-  , where SATD refers to sum of absolute transformed differences. By combining 

these two results, we obtain a final usable square root R-Q model.  

 Traditional coding technology always exploits video sequence redundancy by 

prediction, either temporally or spatially. For P frame, after motion compensated 

prediction, residual is processed using DCT transform. When the distribution of DCT 

coefficients is known, there is a one-to-one mapping between quantization Q and zero 

ratio   

1
( )

x Q

D x
N




                       (6.1) 

In (6.1),  x is a coefficient, and D(x) is the corresponding number of x in this 

distribution. N is the total number of coefficients, or the sum of all D(x). Assume that the 

linearity between R and   within the same frame holds, according to  domain rate 

control algorithm [48], bit rate R and distortion D can be modeled by 

                           
2 - (1- )

(1- )R

D e  

 


 


                       (6.2) 

where 2 is the variance of a frame,  and   are constant model parameters for a 

frame.  

It is obvious that the original   domain rate control method heavily depends on the 

linear relationship assumption between R and  . However, according to previous studies 
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[53] and our observations, the linear R (  ) relationship does not always hold strong 

enough. Once the linearity becomes weak, the original  domain rate control may lose 

its accuracy. In Fig.1, some R (  ) examples are illustrated by using different test 

sequences. From the plot, it is easy to observe that the linearity assumption doesn’t 

always hold tightly. That is, R (  ) curve is not always a straight line and tends to be 

nonlinear for some testing sequences. 

6.1.1. Quadratic   Domain Rate Model 

To better measure R(  ) relationship, we propose to use a quadratic model instead of 

the original linear model so that further accuracy can be attained 

                   2
1 2(1- ) (1- )R                              (6.3)            

By using the new model defined in (6.3), R(  ) curves are plotted again in Fig. 1 as 

the solid lines, where 1 and 2  are obtained through curve fitting and constant for each 

frame. As seen, the new R(  )curves by the quadratic model exhibit a better match with 

the actual R(  ) curves within wide range of  . 

To further compare the estimation accuracy of the linear and the quadratic R(  ) 

model, in Table 1, we also show the rate estimation errors in terms of RMSE and E2 of 

coded frames by using (2) and (3), respectively. E2 is a quantity to measure the degree of 

data variation from a given model [52,54]. It is defined as 

                   

2

2
2

ˆ( - )
1-

( - )

i i
i

i i
i

X X
E

X X





                         (6.4) 
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Fig. 6.1. The relationship between coding bit rate R and zero coefficient ratio   

where iX and ˆ
iX  are the actual and estimated values of data points, respectively, and 

iX is the mean of all data points. According to the definition of E2 in (6.4), for any 

reasonable model, E2 should have a value between 0 and 1 as the second term of the 
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right-hand-side of (6.4) is less than one [52]. The more accurate the model, the closer the 

value of E2 is to 1. As shown in Table 1, based on the quadratic model in (6.3), RMSE is 

reduced and E2 is closer to 1. Therefore, we claim (3) can lead to higher estimation 

accuracy of ( )R   relationship. 

6.1.2. Square Root R-Q Model 

Similar to all other non-scalable video coding standards, H264/AVC encoder controls 

output bit rate by adjusting its quantization. As stated in 2.1, there is a one-to-one 

mapping between zero ratio   and quantization Q. To get Q(  ) relationship for rate 

control, we utilized an analytical method. In previous works [52], SATD is confirmed to 

be a good estimation of residual signal complexity. Here, we study the relationship 

between SATD/Q and zero ratio   and show that SATD/Q can be expressed as a 

second order polynomial of 1-  .  

Again, let the statistical attributes of DCT coefficients be approximated by a 

Laplacian distribution pl(x) given by [21,22] 

                      ( )
2

x
lp x e                                 (6.5) 

where  is coefficient varying to different sources. 

In a source given distribution by (6.5), the corresponding zero ratio   from a 

quantization Q is expressed by 

                    
0

2
2

1

Q
x

Q

e dx

e





 



 

 

                           (6.6) 
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Table 6.1 Comparisons of the quadratic model and the linear model 

Sequence 

Frame 

Number 

Linear Model Quadratic Model 

RMSE E2 RMSE E2 

Foreman 

18 0.134 0.961 0.022 0.999 

25 0.036 0.989 0.010 0.999 

Salesman 

30 0.128 0.973 0.037 0.998 

35 0.133 0.971 0.040 0.998 

News 

15 0.027 0.994 0.020 0.999 

25 0.136 0.961 0.042 0.999 

Mother- 

Daughter 

5 0.110 0.986 0.064 0.998 

10 0.045 0.996 0.036 0.999 

Carphone 

15 0.029 0.990 0.014 0.999 

25 0.030 0.990 0.015 0.999 

Also, according to (6.5), SATD/Q can be written as 
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                   (6.7)

where ex,y is the value of a transform coefficient at a MB position (x,y). With (6.7), 
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SATD/Q can be expressed as 
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(6.8) converges to 
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                (6.9) 

By taking its Taylor expansion, (6.9) can be expressed as a second order polynomial 

                  2
1 2 0(1 ) (1 )

SATD

Q
                         (6.10) 

To verify the validity of the second order polynomial SATD/Q-  model, we plot the 

actual SATD/Q-   relationship and the curve produced by (6.10) in the same figure (see 

Fig. 6.2). As shown, the estimation curve by using (6.10) matches the actual SATD/Q-   

curve quite well at different  values. 

With the SATD/Q-  formula, in the next step in (6.10), we combine it with our 

proposed  domain rate model (6.3) to obtain a usable R-Q relationship. After inverting 

(6.3) into (6.10) and dropping insignificant terms, we have the final square root R-Q 

model as 

                 1 2 0

SATD
R R

Q
                          (6.11) 
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Fig. 6.2 The relationship between SATD/Q and zero coefficient ratio   
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6.2. I Frame R-Q Model with Activity Measurement  

In order to attain high coding efficiency, H.264/AVC I frame coding adopts intra 

prediction to explore spatial correlation within a frame. A proper I frame quantization 

decision is crucial as it can not only alleviate buffer management problems such as buffer 

overflow and underflow, but also generate a bit allocation between I frame and 

consequent inter coded frames that improves overall encoded frame quality. Unlike P 

frame, I frame quantization is decided only at frame level without adjustable basic unit 

quantization in H.264/AVC reference software JM12.3. 

As introduced, in JVT-G012 [49], I frame quantization is determined in a relatively 

simple way. To assign a proper I frame quantization based on video characteristics, two 

issues have to be addressed: bit budget dispatch according to the frame level complexity 

in a GOP and the I frame R-Q relationship so that quantization can be decided with the 

bits assigned. The first issue is related to frame level bit allocation, which will be 

explained in more details in 6.4.2. Here, only the solution for the second issue will be 

presented. 

Since the introduction of intra prediction, similar to P frame, modeling the 

relationship between bit rate R and quantization Q according to actual residual requires I 

frame to be coded, which does not comply with RDO process. To get around this 

problem, one solution is computing the image activity as the degree of the image 

complexity and a characteristic measurement of rate distortion relation [55]. Some typical 
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activity measuring criterion [55] include edge intensity, gray level variance, and entropy 

variances. In [56], Pan et al. designed an image activity measurement according to the 

block based DCT coefficients. However, as intra predicted residual can have different 

energy features from the original image, such measurement cannot be very accurate. In 

[57], Czuni et al. proposed to calculate quantization from spatial and temporal features 

including average edge content by training these features through a neural network. A 

drawback of this method is that how these features affect the model parameters was not 

clarified. Moreover, the method is not practical for some real time applications as training 

through the neural network needs a large number of data and certain time. Jing and Chau 

introduced an intra R-Q model by using a quadratic formula [58]. However, adaptive 

update of the model parameters is neglected. The scheme in [59] estimates intra picture 

activity by computing the variance of spatial image values, but it has to deal with the 

window size problem, which may result in overestimating the residual complexity of a 

textural macroblock if a too large statistical window size is used.  

Based on previous works and experimental results, we propose to measure 

H.264/AVC I frame coding activity C by the gradient information that is defined as 

1 2

, , 1 , , 1 , , 1
0

2 1

, 1, , 1, , 1,
0
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      (6.12) 
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In (6.12), M, N is the number of rows and columns, respectively. Y is luminance value. U 

and V represent chrominance values. The primary reason choosing gradient information 

to measure image activity is that gradient magnitude reflects image change intensity. This 

property is inherently compatible with the purpose of intra coding: applying intra 

prediction so that only spatial differences are to be coded. Another advantage is that 

gradient information can be obtained before actually coding the frame at costs of low 

additional computational complexity. 

After selecting the activity measurement, curve fitting was performed on extensive 

testing data to derive the source R-Q model as 

                  1 0ln( / )QP R C                         (6.13) 

where 1  and 0  are two model parameters. 

To show effectiveness of the proposed model, the relationship between QP and 

resulting I frame coding bits R from various test sequences is plotted in Fig. 6.2. For each 

plot, the frame is encoded as I frame with QP values ranging from 15 to 50. As seen in 

Fig. 6.3, R-Q curves resulting from (6.13) are very close to the data retrieved from actual 

coding results. 
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Fig. 6.3. I Frame R-Q relationship modeled by the Logarithmic model (6.13) 
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6.3. Rate Control Framework with enhanced Bit 

Allocation 

Bit allocation is an important component of a rate control algorithm. In JVT-G012 

[49], bit allocation is achieved with the fluid-flow traffic model proposed in [41]. 

Compared with previous bit allocation algorithms, the fluid-flow traffic algorithm is 

simple but effective. However, in practice, this algorithm still has some drawbacks. For 

instance, for consequent GOPs after the first one, I frame bit allocation in [49] did not 

consider buffer status at the beginning of the current GOP. Coding bits of different intra 

frames can change significantly, as the image complexity varies. The simple decision of I 

frame QP as average P frame QP from previous GOP can cause buffer overflow at the 

beginning of each GOP because excessive number of bits may be generated due to a 

small quantization. As a result, consequent frames have to be skipped to maintain the 

buffer status. This is undesirable as skipped frames can result in motion discontinuity and 

degrade both objective and subjective quality of the reconstructed video. To avoid this 

problem, I frame R-Q relationship and current buffer status should be considered to 

decide the I frame quantization adaptively.  

 In this section, framework of the proposed rate control mechanism will be presented 

in details. Since the bit allocation part is an improvement on the original H.264/AVC bit 

allocation, only the different parts, which are P frame basic unit control, I frame bit 
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allocation and quantization decision, will be focused. In addition, how to update model 

parameters will also be addressed as well. 

6.3.1 Bit Allocation at GOP Level 

GOP level rate control allocates bits for all non-coded frames in current GOP. At the 

beginning of a GOP, the total number of bits T0 to be assigned for current GOP is 

computed as follows [49] 

                          0 0GOP

C
T N V

f
                         (6.14) 

where C is the target output bit rate, NGOP is the number of pictures in a GOP, and V0  is 

virtual buffer occupancy at the beginning of current GOP. For rest pictures in current 

GOP, the remaining bit budget Ti at the ith frame will be calculated as [49] 

1 1i i iT T B                            (6.15) 

where Bi-1 is the number of coding bits from the i-1th frame. 

6.3.2 I Frame Rate Control 

      To decide I frame quantization, frame level budget is first assigned according to 

complexity estimation. With the restriction of reducing buffer overflow and frame 

skipping, quantization is finalized according to the I frame R-Q model.  

6.3.2.1. I Frame Bit allocation 
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Under the assumption that adjacent GOPs are of similarity features, frame level 

coding complexity in current GOP is predicted by known frame coding complexity from 

previous GOP. 

The budget dispatched to the I frame in current GOP is decided by 

                    0
I

I
I p p

W
B T

W kW N


 
                        (6.16)             

where WI and WP is the coding complexity prediction of I frame and P frame from 

previous GOP, respectively, and Np is the number of P frames in a GOP. k is a weighted 

factor set to be 1.35 here. Both WI and Wp are calculated as a product of its corresponding 

average number of coding bits and average value of quantization parameters. For the first 

GOP, WI / WP is set to be 15 to allow the initial I frame bit allocation. 

6.3.2.3. I Frame QP Decision 

   To use the source model for the purpose of reducing buffer overflow and 

minimizing undesirable frame skipping, I frame quantization is decided in an iterative 

way. With the assigned bit budget and activity measurement, an initial quantization is 

computed by (6.13). To judge if buffer overflow will occur or not, the buffer status V1 

after coding the I frame will be predicted by 

                1 0 0 1exp( ) /V V QP C C f                        (6.17) 

where 0 1exp( )R QP C    is the I frame bit estimation with current QP, and C/f  is 

buffer output rate. 
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 If buffer overflow is anticipated, QP will be increased by 1 to allow coarser 

quantization. Then the number of bits generated from this new QP will be calculated 

again to decide whether the buffer constraint is met or not. This process continues until a 

proper QP value is found.  Though it's always possible to increase QP until no buffer 

overflow occurs, an over-large quantization can harm the overall coding performance as 

the I frame is coded at low quality. Therefore, the QP difference between current I frame 

and previous I frame will be further restricted to less or equal to 3 to ensure that no severe 

quality degradation and discontinuity are caused.    

 In (6.13), the initial value of 1  and 1 are set to be -9.0 and -1.0, respectively, and 

they will be updated by using the method in 6.4.4. 

6.3.3 P Frame Rate Control 

6.3.3.1. P Frame Bit Allocation 

Before coding the ith P frame in current GOP, the algorithm allocates target bit 

assignment iR  as a convex linear combination of ˆ
iR and iR  

                     ˆ (1 )i i iR R R                             (6.18) 

where ˆ
iR  and iR is defined the same as in [49].  

ˆ
iR  is the target bit assignment 

considering remaining bits Ti in current GOP and iR  is the target bit assignment at 

sequence level.  is a weighted factor set to be 0.5 here. 

6.3.3.2. SATD Prediction 
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In H.264/AVC, a well known problem is the chicken and egg dilemma between rate 

control and RD optimization. To decouple the dilemma, a linear model is used to predict 

current basic unit SATD by using SATD of the co-located basic unit from previous frame. 

Let SATDp and SATDa denote predicted SATD of current basic unit and SATD of the 

co-located basic unit from previous frame, respectively. The linear prediction model is 

then given by 

                      1 2p aSATD SATD                         (6.19) 

where 
1
  and 

2
 are two coefficients of the prediction model, and their initial values are 

set to 1 and 0, respectively. 
1
  and 

2
 are updated after coding each basic unit. 

6.3.3.3 P Frame Basic Unit Quantization Decision 

After the basic unit bit budget is allocated [49], quantization will be decided by using 

the P frame R-Q model with the assigned bit budget and the predicted SATDp. For P 

frame, the overall bit budget accounts not only for DCT coefficient bit, but also for 

header bit RH and motion vector bit RMV. Therefore, the number of bits assigned to DCT 

coefficients should be further shaped by 

cf overall MV HR R R R                           (6.20) 

The corresponding quantization Q can be computed as 

                 
1 2 0

p

cf cf

SATD
Q

R R  


 
                         (6.21) 
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6.3.4 Post Processing 

    Though the R-Q models proposed in section 6.2 and 6.3 are capable of matching 

actual R-Q curves precisely, it’s not enough to have fixed model parameters for different 

video frames. The parameters in these models need to be adaptively adjusted to fit the 

current video contents. Therefore, after coding stage, the encoder has to update 

parameters in R-Q models (6.11), (6.13) and SATD prediction formula (6.19).  

First, data points from past coding units are selected using the sliding window 

mechanism.  That is, after a new unit is encoded, its corresponding data will be stored to 

update the data points in the sliding window. Next, for these selected data points within 

the sliding window, the encoder collects corresponding components, such as R and Q. 

Using the linear regression technique, the updated model parameters can be obtained by 

minimizing the overall difference between model outputs and actual data values. Finally, 

after new model parameters are derived, the encoder performs further a refinement step. 

By applying the refinement process, some outlier data points will be excluded. The final 

model parameters are derived using the same formula in previous step based on these 

new data points. 

The updated model parameters 
1 2
,  and 

0
 can be obtained as 
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   For I frame R-Q model update, the goal is minimize the following equation 

              2
1 0

1

min( ( ( ln( / ) )) )
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                      (6.24) 

where n is the total number of data points. 

   By taking the first order derivation of (6.24) 
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The updated I frame R-Q model parameters 
1
 and 

2
 can be obtained as 
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6.3.5 Frame Skipping Strategy 

Coded frames are lost when buffer overflow happens, which can cause severe error 

propagation as the lost frames can be used as reference frames. If buffer overflow is 

anticipated, some of future frames are usually skipped to prevent overflow from 

happening. 

While there are different frame skipping strategies, a well recognized method from 

MPEG VM8 [36,37] rate control algorithm will be adopted here. Current buffer status is 

checked before coding the next frame. If buffer occupancy exceeds 80% of the buffer 

capacity, the next frame will be skipped and buffer fullness is updated by subtracting. 

This process continues until the buffer level is below 80% of the buffer capacity. 

6.4. Simulation Results 

In this section, the proposed rate control framework is evaluated by comparing its 

performance with JVT-G012 rate control algorithm [49].  The implementation of both 

rate control algorithms is based on H.264/AVC reference software JM12.3.  

Two sets of experiments are conducted to compare two algorithms in different aspects. 

First, I frame bit allocation and quantization decision are turned off for the proposed 

algorithm so that the difference between two algorithms exists in the P frame basic unit 

quantization decision part. In this experiment, we focus on the performance improvement 

by adopting the new P frame R-Q model without changing the bit allocation part. In the 
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second experiment, with constrained buffer capacity, proposed I frame rate control part is 

added to see how it can provide further improvement on buffer management by 

preventing overflow.  

6.4.1 P Frame R-Q Model Comparison 

In this experiment, only the first frame is coded as I frame and all remaining frames 

are inter-coded P frames (IPPPPP….). Because JVT-G012 is used as the benchmark, the I 

frame quantization is determined by the same rule in JVT-G012 for the sake of fair 

comparison. Moreover, there is no buffer size specified, which indicates that potential 

buffer overflow and underflow are implicitly omitted. As a result, no frame skipping is 

performed as well. Video sequences are coded at 30 fps. All possible macroblock 

partition modes are enabled with the best mode decision by RDO. Search range is 32 

pixels and the number of reference frame is 1. Basic unit is set to be one macroblock. 

Video sequences of different motion intensities and formats are tested for both 

algorithms at various target bit rates. Table 2 presents performance comparison results 

from this experiment in terms of average luminance PNSR and actual bit rates. As seen, 

when compared with JVT-G012 [49], the proposed basic unit control with square root 

R-D model gives a smaller bit rate mismatch for major video sequences. Furthermore, the 

proposed rate control framework generates higher average luminance PSNR for all 

reported test sequences at different target bit rates. An increase of luminance PSNR up to 
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0.47 dB for coded QCIF videos and up to 0.34 dB for coded CIF videos can be found 

from Table 6.2.  

Frame by frame PSNR comparison of reconstructed video sequences is also plotted in 

Fig. 6.4. From the plot, the PSNR improvement by the proposed rate control scheme over 

JVT-G012 [49] is evident. 

Please note the performance of a rate control algorithm can be influenced by many 

factors. In this experiment, we exclude other factors so that the performance comparisons 

can be focused on basic unit quantization decision. For this purpose, the bit allocation 

part of two rate control algorithms is kept identical and so as other factors. From the 

comparison results, it is fair to conclude that major contribution to video quality 

improvement in terms of higher PSNR is from the proposed basic unit quantization part 

because the new model can provide more accurate R-Q relationship estimation.  
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Fig. 6.4. Frame by frame PSNR comparison at different bit rates (Experiment 1) 

6.4.2 I Frame Quantization Decision Evaluation 

In this experiment, I frame quantization decision strategy is enabled for the proposed 

algorithm. Buffer constraint is applied for both algorithms with a size of 1/3 bit rate, i.e., 

the maximal buffer delay is limited to 333ms. The same frame skipping strategy 

described in 6.3.5 is adopted by both algorithms. I frame is inserted every 30 frames and 

the rest configuration parameters are kept the same as that in experiment 1. To maintain 

decoder side output rate, a skipped frame will be concealed by inserting its previous 

coded frame until the next coded frame appears [36,37]. 
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Table 6.2 Rate control performance comparison (Experiment 1) 

Actual Bitrate

(kb/s)

PSNR

(dB)

Actual Bitrate

(kb/s)

PSNR

(dB)

PSNR Gain

(dB)

32 32.11 31.96 31.99 32.24 0.28

64 64.11 35.75 64.07 35.96 0.21

32 32.21 29.09 32.01 29.23 0.14

64 64.25 32.69 63.87 32.83 0.14

32 32.18 31.49 32.1 31.81 0.32

64 64.34 35.42 64.18 35.83 0.41

32 32.13 31.67 32.07 32.01 0.34

64 64.2 34.79 64.1 35.01 0.22

32 32.19 35.04 32.29 35.26 0.22

64 64.19 37.23 64.22 37.3 0.07

32 32.16 23.91 32.03 24.38 0.47

64 64.25 26.3 64 26.64 0.34

32 32.12 21.61 32.1 21.68 0.07

64 64.22 24.36 64.03 24.42 0.06

96 96.43 23.04 96.12 23.42 0.38

192 192.16 26.57 192.61 26.61 0.04

96 96.35 34.96 96.2 35.21 0.25

192 192.29 36.92 192.18 37.03 0.11

96 96.21 39.13 96.11 39.19 0.06

192 192.24 41.88 192.3 41.88 0

96 96.43 31.06 96.04 31.13 0.07

192 192.85 34.02 192.15 34.11 0.09

96 97.06 37.23 97.56 37.27 0.04

192 194.06 40.05 193.88 40.09 0.04

96 96.44 33.85 96.33 33.94 0.09

192 193.05 37.29 192.81 37.6 0.31

JVT‐G012

Foreman QCIF

News QCIF

Salesman QCIF

Test 

Sequence
Format

Target 

Bitrate

(kb/s)

QCIF

Highway QCIF

Harbour QCIF

Porposed

News CIF

Mother‐

Daughter
CIF

Mobile QCIF

bus CIF

Foreman CIF

Hall CIF

Akiyo CIF

Carphone

    

 

From the experimental results in Table 6.3, several important observations can be 

found. With the consideration of current and future buffer status, I frame quantization is 

decided more reasonably by the proposed framework so that the number of skipped 

frames are greatly reduced. Please note as the QP difference is restricted to 3, for 

sequences such as carphone (QCIF) and mother-daughter (QCIF), some frames always 
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have to be skipped. In addition, as the I frame QP value decided by the proposed method 

takes the frame level complexity into consideration, the bit dispatch between the I frame 

and P frame are more reasonable. Hence, the performance of coded sequences is 

improved as well. Table 6.3 shows up to 0.82dB luminance PSNR increase for the coded 

sequences using the proposed rate control framework. 

Fig. 6.5 further illustrates that the improved I frame quantization decision also 

generates much smoother video output in terms of smaller PSNR variation ( ). A 

skipped frame is of much worse quality than a normally coded frame as the concealed 

frame only copies from previous frame. The proposed algorithm can efficiently prevent 

this severe quality fluctuation from happening. This helps to provide a better viewing 

experience since viewers usually tend to rate the video quality along frames of worse 

quality.  

In Fig. 6.6, buffer status is also given. As seen, the proposed I frame quantization 

decision can efficiently adjust quantization so that the buffer level is always below the 

skipping threshold. As a result, no frame skipping is performed. Meanwhile, instead of 

over-increase the quantization, the algorithm seeks for a finest quantization that fits the 

buffer constraint to achieve best overall coding performance.  
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Fig. 6.5. Frame by frame PSNR comparison at different bit rates (Experiment 2) 
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Fig. 6.6. Buffer status (Experiment 2) 

6.5 Conclusions 

     In this chapter, an improved rate control framework was proposed to realize 

efficient bit allocation and accurate quantization decision for H.264/AVC encoder. The 

novelty of this rate control framework is of several aspects. A P frame square root rate 

model based on the  domain rate control theory accurately captures P frame R-Q 

relationship so that efficient P frame quantization decision can be made. The I frame 

source model with coding activity measurement provides a simple but efficient solution 

to alleviate the frame skipping problem resulting from JVT-G012 I frame quantization 

decision. All these new ideas contributed to a better rate control performance comparing 

to JVT-G012 algorithm. With the only new P frame basic unit quantization decision 

adopted, a PSNR increase of up to 0.47 dB was observed. When I frame bit allocation 

and quantization were enabled, the number of skipped frames was evidently reduced and 

much smoother and higher PSNR was produced by using the proposed rate control 
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framework. Meanwhile, the proposed algorithm also led to a more precise rate control by 

decreasing the mismatch between target and actual bit rates. 

 

Table 6.3 Rate control performance comparison (Experiment 2) 

Actual 

Bitrate

(kb/s)

PSNR

(dB)

Frame

Skipped

Actual 

Bitrate

(kb/s)

PSNR

(dB)

PSNR

Gain(dB) 

Frame

Skipped

Reduced

Frame

Skipping

48 48.17 36.11 5 48.2 36.38 0.27 0 ‐5

96 96.25 38.33 0 96.25 38.44 0.11 0 0

48 48.27 33.43 7 48.14 33.59 0.16 1 ‐6

96 96.43 36.58 2 96.17 36.69 0.11 1 ‐1

48 48.29 36.02 16 48.15 36.38 0.36 8 ‐8

96 96.4 39.7 12 96.23 39.84 0.14 4 ‐8

48 48.14 30.31 0 48.03 30.46 0.15 0 0

96 96.28 33.99 2 96.07 34.22 0.23 0 ‐2

48 48.32 34.84 18 48.09 35.38 0.54 0 ‐18

96 96.53 39.52 26 95.98 40.27 0.75 0 ‐26

128 128.97 39.56 9 128.44 39.81 0.25 0 ‐9

256 256.94 42.13 0 256.84 42.95 0.82 0 0

128 128.68 34.24 18 128.31 34.24 0 0 ‐18

256 256.71 37.94 1 256.52 38.42 0.48 0 ‐1

128 128.79 32.9 36 128.11 32.98 0.08 0 ‐36

256 256.67 35.68 6 256.16 35.95 0.27 0 ‐6

128 128.38 31.69 2 128.16 31.8 0.11 0 ‐2

256 256.73 34.7 0 256.2 34.87 0.17 0 0

News CIF

Container CIF

Foreman CIF

Foreman QCIF

Pamphlet QCIF

Akiyo CIF

Highway QCIF

Carphone QCIF

Mother‐

Daughter
QCIF

Proposed

Test

Sequence
Format

Target 

Bitrate

(Kb/s)

JVT‐G012
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Chapter 7  

New Techniques for next Generation Video 

Coding Standard 

 
 

Though the state of art video coding standard H.264/AVC [15] is reported to achieve 

superior gains in compression efficiency to its predecessors, the increasing popularity of 

high definition TV, video delivery on mobile devices, and other multimedia applications 

never stops creating new demands for video coding standards. To face new challenges 

that new applications may impose on video coding standards, both MPEG and VCEG 

launched their next-generation video coding project, which potentially could be either an 

extension of H.264/AVC or a brand new standard.  

In the remainder of this chapter, current standard activities are summarized in Section 

7.1, and the existing new coding techniques and their performances are analyzed in 

Section 7.2. The last part draws the conclusions.   

7.1 Current Standard Activities 

At the 86th MPEG meeting in Busan 2008, MPEG determined the need for a next 

generation of video compression technology called High-performance Video Coding 

(HVC). HVC would be intended mainly for high quality applications, by providing 

performance in terms of coding efficiency at higher resolutions, with applicability for 
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entertainment-quality services such as HD mobile, home cinema and Ultra High 

Definition (UHD) TV [60]. A Call for Evidence was issued that allowed proponents to 

report about the existence of such technologies. The response to this Call for Evidence 

was evaluated at the 89th MPEG meeting in July 2009. By the time of this publication, a 

Draft call for Proposals should have been issued to start the preparation for HVC. 

Comparing with HVC, the goals of ITU-T’s Next Generation Video Coding (NGVC) 

project are similar but more detailed. In 2005 to 2008, ITU-T VCEG studied the 

requirement definition for NGVC, and some agreements about the goals of the NGVC 

project were reached during the 37th VCEG meeting [61], with primary emphasis on 

computational efficiency and high compression performance. For instance, in terms of 

coding efficiency, NGVC should be capable of providing 50% bit rate savings over 

H.264/AVC at the same video quality representation. To address the concern of 

complexity, NGVC should be capable of operating with a complexity ranging from 50% 

to 3 times H.264/AVC High Profile. More specifically, when operated at a complexity of 

50% compared to H.264/AVC High Profile, NGVC should provide a 25% bit rate 

savings compared to H.264/MPEG-4 AVC High Profile at equivalent subjective quality 

[3]. 

Though MPEG and VCEG could independently create separate next generation video 

coding standards, two new standards of similar functionalities might not be welcomed by 

industry. Based on the previous success in jointly creating H.264/AVC, future 
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collaboration on NGVC and HVC, similar to the Joint Video Team effort, was considered 

during a joint meeting of MPEG and VCEG in July 2009. 

7.2 Proposed new Techniques and Performance 

Analysis 

The advances of video coding techniques were contributed by various parties. To 

provide a software platform to gather and evaluate these new techniques, a Key Technical 

Area (KTA) [62] platform was developed based on JM11 reference software, where the 

new coding tools are continuously added. So far, the major new coding tools added to 

KTA platform can be summarized as follows: 

1. Intra Prediction: In [63], H.264 intra prediction is enhanced with additional 

Bi-directional Intra Prediction (BIP) modes, where BIP combines prediction blocks from 

two prediction modes using a weighting matrix. Furthermore, Mode-Dependent 

Directional Transform (MDDT) using transforms derived from KLT is applied to capture 

the remaining energy in the residual block. 

2. Inter Prediction: To further improve inter prediction efficiency, finer fractional 

motion prediction and better motion vector prediction were proposed. Increasing the 

resolution of the displacement vector from 1/4-pel to 1/8-pel to obtain higher efficiency 

of the motion compensated prediction is suggested in [64]. In [65], a competing 

framework for better motion vector coding and SKIP mode is proposed, where both 

spatial and temporal redundancies in motion vector fields are captured. Moreover, [66] 
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suggests extending the macroblock size up to 64x64 so that new partition sizes 64x64, 

64x32, 32x64, 32x32, 32x16, and 16x32 can be used. Instead of using the fixed 

interpolation filter from H.264/AVC, Adaptive Interpolation Filters (AIF) are proposed, 

such as 2D AIF [67], Separable AIF [68], Directional AIF [69], Enhanced AIF [70], and 

Enhanced Directional AIF [71]. 

3. Quantization: To achieve better quantization, optimized quantization decision at 

the macroblock level and at different coefficient positions are proposed. Rate Distortion 

Optimized Quantization (RDOQ), which performs optimal quantization on a macroblock, 

was added to the JM reference software. RDOQ does not require a change of H.264/AVC 

decoder syntax. More recently, [72] gives an improved, more efficient RDOQ 

implementation. In [73], Adaptive Quantization Matrix Selection (AQMS), a method 

deciding the best quantization matrix index, where different coefficient positions can 

have different quantization steps, is proposed to optimize the quantization matrix at a 

macroblock level.  

4. Transform: For motion partitions bigger than 16x16, a 16x16 transform is 

suggested in addition to 4x4 and 8x8 transforms [66]. Moreover, transform coding is not 

always a must. In [74], it is proposed that for each block of the prediction error, either 

standardized transform coding or spatial domain coding can be adaptively chosen. 

5. In-loop Filter: In KTA, besides the deblocking filter, an additional Adaptive Loop 

Filter (ALF) is added to improve coding efficiency by applying filters to the 

deblocking-filtered picture. Two different ALF techniques are adopted so far: 
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Quadtree-based Adaptive Loop Filter (QALF) [75] and Block-based Adaptive Loop Filter 

(BALF) [76]. 

6. Internal bit depth increase: By using 12 bits of internal bit depth for 8-bit sources, 

so that the internal bit depth is greater than the external bit depth of the video codec, the 

coding efficiency can be further improved [77]. 

Besides the techniques listed above, there are some noticeable contributions not 

added to KTA yet. For example, [78-80] proposed three methods, respectively, to use 

Decoder Side Motion Estimation (DSME) for B frame motion vector decision, which 

improves coding efficiency by saving bits on B frame motion vector coding. Also, some 

new techniques are under investigation and will be presented in the responses for call for 

proposals. 

7.3 Conclusions 

The Call for Evidence for HVC provided results that averaged a 15-25% gain in 

coding efficiency. While not enough to constitute a new standard, the evidence was 

sufficient to warrant issuing a call for proposals. It is expected that over the next several 

months, these new technologies will advance to the point where the ITU and MPEG can 

begin work on a new joint video coding standard.  
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Chapter 8 

Summary 

 
 

In this chapter, the completed research work is summarized first, and then a plan for 

future work is given. 

8.1 Completed Research  

    In this dissertation, two problems were addressed: reduce the H.264/AVC coding 

complexity and provide rate control solutions for H.264/AVC. Until now, the following 

research work has been done.  

1. Proposed a bit estimation method to reduce corresponding computational load of 

entropy coding. By estimating the number of bits to encode residual signal with a 

reasonable model, our proposed method facilitates the fast implementation of RD 

optimization. 

2. Proposed a fast mode decision algorithm that is suitable to early eliminate 

possible inter mode choices for intra refresh based error resilient applications. 

With our proposed method, the encoder speed can be accelerated up to 10 times 

while similar or better reconstructed video quality can be obtained. 

3. Designed a frame level bit rate allocation algorithm based on a two pass 

H.264/AVC encoder structure to reduce quality fluctuation resulted from 
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semi-constant rate bit allocation rate control. Experimental results show that the 

algorithm can reduce standard deviation of PSNR by up to 1/3 at trivial average 

PSNR impact. 

4. Derived a novel basic unit square root R-Q model based on  -domain rate 

control theory and I frame source rate model with frame activity measurement. 

When compared with the rate control scheme JVT-G012, the proposed rate 

control algorithm shows good coding performance in terms of improved average 

luminance PSNR, reduced number of skipped frames, and smaller mismatch 

between target and actual bit rates. 

8.2 Future Work 

As introduced in Chapter 7, the dawn of the next generation video coding standard 

can be seen now. In the future work, the research will be continued on seeking for tools 

providing higher coding efficiency. Some possible directions include: 

1. SOP (Second Order Prediction). Apply an additional intra coding to inter 

prediction residual to further exploit spatial redundancy. 

2. RRU (Reduced Resolution Update). Reduce the size of residual block. RD 

optimization is introduced as the rule to obtain best tradeoff between distortion 

and bit saving. 
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